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Executive Summary
Report rationale
This report, based on an intensive locally-grounded field research, presents a nuanced and
evidenced-based documentation of how Acholi customary communal land is organised,
managed and administered, by and for whom, in seven selected traditional Chiefdoms, one
in each district of the sub-region.
It was commissioned by the Joint Acholi Sub-regional Leader’s Forum as part of an attempt to
find lasting solutions to the numerous land-related problems and challenges following the
return of the mainly Acholi rural population to pre-displacement land after the long conflict.
The main goal is to better understand, not only the core principles and practices of Acholi
customary communal land tenure, but the complex local-level variations that exist across the
sub-region, for the purpose of enhancing the protection and security of customary land rights
and land use for both individuals and communities.
Rural land in Acholiland remains overwhelmingly customary, kin-based communal land vested
in, organized, and managed by patrilineal clans or sections of clans, with provisions to
accommodate outsiders of various categories to share in the use of the land. Unfortunately,
sources that describe this Acholi clan-base land tenure system in any type of substantial detail
have been limited, both in academic and NGO documentation (a gap this research seeks to in
part fill).
The customary tenure system was incorporated into the 1995 Constitution of Uganda
alongside the then existing freehold, leasehold and mailo basically in Buganda region. Since
then, however, the necessary structures and guidelines to operationalize registering and
administering land under communal tenure have not been put in place.
Methodology
The research involved extensive consultations with a wide range of community leaders, a high
number of land holding group participants and special interest groups. After a scoping study,
the research sites were limited to the selected Chiefdoms of Alokolum in Nwoya, Atiak in
Amuru, Koyo in Pader, Orom in Kitgum, Paicho in Gulu, Paimol in Agago, and Poyamo in
Lamwo districts respectively. Focus group discussions at various levels, key informant
interviews, household surveys, sketch mapping and recordings were all used to inform our
research findings. Use of secondary data derived from various relevant sources was also
made.
Summary of Key Findings
i. 90% or more of land in the research sample was customary, communal land, vested
in and belonging to recognized patrilineal kinship groups – clans (kaka) or sub-sections
of clans. However, the particular meaning and understanding of such (nonindividuated) customary land in different clans varied in the research sample. Almost
two thirds of clans describe and operate within a framework that conceptualises their
customary land as collective, communal clan land – belonging to the entire clan for
the benefit of both those currently living and those yet to be born. A little over one
third of clans identify with and largely function within a smaller, more restricted kinbased community, the sub-clan in some cases or extended family in others. All clans
-1-

share many similarities in the overall conceptualization, organization, and
management of their respective clan lands with minor differences.
ii.

Crucially, it emerged that in none of the 46 sample clan land-holding groups do
individual men or individual women “own” rural customary land in Acholi. The clan
leaders and families living on customary land do not have any formal notion of land
ownership. Rather they enjoy full occupation and land use rights subject to the will of
the community which had powers to allocate land to each individual for use.

iii.

The research found many examples of ways in which women have access and other
rights to customary clan land, as well as roles in land organization and management.
However the research also documented numerous examples of women – and others
– having been denied access or other rights widely acknowledged as properly theirs.

iv.

The research found that there are provisions within the customary practices for
“guests” to be peacefully accommodated in all of the clans researched and that –
however vulnerable they sometimes are – that “guests” have been peacefully
accommodated in every one of the 46 clans in the research sample. In addition, 38 of
the 46 researched clans also identified examples of members of their localized clan
who were peacefully settled and accessing customary land in other locations. In at
least two chiefdoms, clans in the research sample have branches elsewhere with their
own clan land and have inclusive clan associations (and sometimes written clan
constitutions).

v.

Although land disputes were identified in all the clans (both resolved and ongoing
disputes), the research did not find evidence that these disputes currently pose critical
threats or extensive disruptions to the lives of the majority of clan members. Across
all the chiefdoms, whatever the rate of resolution, the actors most successful in
resolving conflict are local traditional leaders, with only occasional involvement from
local council leadership and no reported successful resolutions achieved at higher
district levels or through the formal legal system. In many ways the big concern of
people was not disputes over land, but rather issues of discriminatory withdrawal of
access for vulnerable individuals and groups. Unfair access to land was noted as an
ongoing concern in the Special interest Group meetings in particular, which was not
always dealt with well by elders and cultural leaders.

vi.

Whatever the concerns about the formal legal system or local cultural leadership,
when clans were asked about “registering” their land as one way to better secure and
protect it, almost 90% of respondents polled in 6 of the 7 chiefdoms where data was
obtained supported the idea: 1,063 people were in favour, 137 were against. But, this
wide-spread support for “registration” – whether at the entire clan or extended family
level – needs to be qualified by the group’s almost total uncertainty about how such
registration might be done, what it might mean, and what form it might take. Even
then, strong sentiments were expressed that any form of registration should only be
undertaken with input and support of all the clan members – reflecting the way in
which they conceive, organize and manage their particular customary land. In light of
all these, all the researched clans expressed a strong desire for information sharing so
that people might understand the process of registration and the advantages and
disadvantages of doing so.
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vii.

Respondents in all the selected Chiefdoms expressed a strongly positive view towards
“development” – as long as the local community had a voice in the process and derived
community benefits.

viii.

Finally, in many ways, this summary findings suggest both a striking and important
aspect about customary land in Acholi, and by extension about contemporary Acholi
society and culture. In less than ten years after encampment, most Acholi have
returned, resettled and are currently utilizing clan-based land on which they have
recognized customary rights to some degree successfully. Within this relatively short
period, this customary land has been largely reconstituted, organized, and managed
along lines that embody principles and practices that are both long-established and
broadly accepted.

Recommendations
Recommendations addressed: the dissemination of research findings,
Boundary
demarcation, registration, field researcher training, further field research, women’s
involvement in decision making, a greater emphasis on youth, sharing best practice between
clans and chiefdoms, addressing land conflicts, inclusive development, and specific
recommendations to the Ministry of Lands and the Cultural Institution Ker Kal Kwaro.
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1. Introduction
According to Uganda’s 2014 national census, the rural Acholi people of northern Uganda who
are the prime clientele of this Project number approximately 1.2 million, 4.4% of Uganda’s
total rural population of 27.2 million, while occupying just under 12% of Uganda’s land area.1
For two decades (1986-2006) the Acholi sub-region was at the epicentre of one of the most
vicious and protracted civil conflicts in Africa, at the height of which in 2004-5 some 90% of
the population, over a million people, had been forcibly displaced by Ugandan government
policy into internally displaced persons’ camps.2
Not until 2008, two years after conflict ended in Uganda, did Acholi begin to leave the camps
in large numbers to resettle their pre-displacement land or go elsewhere. Not surprisingly,
especially over the first four or five years, this process was accompanied by numerous landrelated problems and challenges, including land disputes (and sometimes violent conflicts.3
It was in this context that in June 2012 the Joint Acholi Sub-region Leaders' Forum (JASLF) – a
body comprised of parliamentarians, district government officials, and cultural, religious and
other community leaders from across the sub-region – initiated a process directly focused on
Acholi customary, communal land. The Forum appointed a Technical Committee of
community leaders knowledgeable about Acholi land matters to develop and coordinate a
project of research, consultation, and advocacy pertaining to customary land tenure as
currently understood and practiced in the sub-region. The overarching goal was, and is, to
better understand not only the core principles and practices of Acholi customary communal
land tenure but the complex local-level variations that exist across the sub-region, for the
purpose of enhancing the protection and security of customary land rights and land use for
both individuals and communities.
In July 2015 JASLF, in partnership with the Irish NGO Trócaire, began implementation of a joint
pilot research project funded by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF). The overall
objective of the project is to contribute to the protection and security of rural customary,
communal land tenure in Acholi through evidence-based research and policy advocacy based
upon that research, with two related components, to be presented in separate reports:
1) To investigate and document through intensive, locally-grounded field research on how
Acholi customary communal land is organized and managed, by and for whom, in seven
selected traditional chiefdoms (ker kal), one in each district of the sub-region. This
1

Uganda’s 2014 cesus enumerated Uganda’s total (as opposed to rural) population as 1,500,770, 4.2% of
Uganda’s total of 34,634,650. The population data cited here comes from the Uganda Bureau of Statistics
[UBOS] (2016), pp. 51-52, while the Acholi and Uganda land area totals are in UBOS (2014), pp. 20-21.
2

For background on the northern Uganda war, see Finnstrӧm (2008); Dolan (2009); Allen & Vlassenroot (2010);
Atkinson (2010b), pp.275-335; Branch (2011).
3

Although not widely recognized at the time, evidence from across the subregion showed that land disputes
were in decline overall since at least 2012. This evidence is found in Hopwood & Atkinson (2013). For a recent
newspaper account noting a 2/3 decline of land disputes in Nwoya District from 2010 to the present, see “Nwoya
district registers decline in land disputes,” New Vision (19 April 2016).
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approach has made it possible to begin capturing both broadly-shared and local variations
in the organization and management of rural customary land as currently understood and
practiced across the sub-region, as well as what people might want to do to secure and
protect that land.
2) To utilize the expertise of a legal consultancy team to investigate and document legal
mechanisms for protecting and securing customary – particularly customary communal –
land and land rights in other parts of sub-Saharan Africa and the wider world, and propose
ways that these can inform and assist doing so in Acholiland, taking into account the legal
land tenure regime currently in place in Uganda.
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2. Project Context
2.1 Immediate background and circumstances
Despite the disruptions of war and displacement and the many challenges of return (including
land disputes), the rural land to which most Acholi returned after leaving the camps was, as
it had been before the war, overwhelmingly customary, kin-based communal land. This land
is vested in, organized, and managed by patrilineal clans or sections of clans, although there
are provisions to allocate portions of such land to a range of others for their access and use,
for example those associated with the clan through marriage, affinity, or friendship.
Unfortunately, sources that describe this Acholi customary, clan-based land tenure system in
substantive detail have been limited, not only in the academic literature for the precolonial
and colonial period,4 but in both the academic and NGO literature on the more recent past.5
Importantly, it needs to be noted, variations on this sort of kin-based (and thus communal,
rather than individuated) customary land tenure remain wide-spread in much of sub-Saharan
Africa. Indeed, in 2003, only just over a decade ago, a World Bank report estimated that a
mere 2-10% of land in sub-Saharan Africa was then formally titled; most of the remainder was
held communally under customary systems.6 Currently, 90% or more of rural land in Acholi
has been recently reported to fit into the latter category.7
Uganda’s 1995 Constitution and then the 1998 Land Act both recognized customary land as
one of four legal tenure systems in the country – the others being freehold, leasehold, and (in
Buganda) mailo land. This legal recognition of customary tenure and the provision for locallevel land administration that accompanied it won considerable praise and initial optimism
from a number of African land experts.8
But initial optimism for this far-sighted Act with respect to customary land tenure was shortlived, as its practical implementation was overwhelmed from the start by the massive
financial costs needed to create and support the required institutional capacity and effective
structures on the ground. Perhaps the most glaring financial and institutional problem of the
Land Act was “the requirement to establish 4000+ Parish-level Land Boards, which had
apparently been foreseen by neither DfID [Britain’s Department for International
4

Descriptions of Acholi customary communal land tenure and use – both colonial and precolonial – include
Girling (1960) – the standard ethnography of Acholi, with information on land throughout; Ocheng 1955); Bere
(1955); Bere (1960); and Atkinson (2010a), esp. pp. 54-61, 75-77.
5

Sources focused on Acholi customary land and land tenure over the past dozen years include an overview
document produced by the Acholi cultural institution, Ker Kwaro Acholi (2008), although this is not a detailed
codification of Acholi customary land tenure but a source setting out basic (though in some instances disputed)
principles. Indeed, one objective of the present Project is to use the broad-based, thoroughly grounded
information obtained from the present field research to revise this document. See also Adoko & Levine (2004);
Atkinson (2008); Burke & Egaru (2011); Mabikke (2011); Anying (2012); Nyakai (2012); Hopwood & Atkinson
(2013); and Hopwood (2015).
6

Deininger (2003).

7

Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), p. 55.

8

See, for example, Wiley (2000).
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Development], which had funded the drafting of the Act, nor government.”9 In addition, the
dismantling of former land administration mechanisms created a vacuum, while Wily and
Mbaya point to two other shortcomings of the Act related to its oversimplified approach to
dealing with customary land:
Inadequate attention was paid to the very significant regional differences in land
tenure and land use (e.g., intensive smallholder arable production and extensive
pastoralism) which, in turn, called for different implementation strategies and
arrangements; some areas were urgently in need of the land tenure reforms, others
were not.10

The financial and capacity problems apparent from the outset of the passage of the 1998 Land
Act have continued to plague Uganda’s Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development’s
(or, for convenience, MLHUD or the Ministry of Lands) up to the present. To highlight the
extent to which this is true, recent estimates indicate that the MLHUD current budget
allocation is less than 0.1% of the national budget. And in the 2013 Uganda National Land
Policy document produced by the MLHUD, Ministry officials expressly acknowledge that the
land administration system for which they are responsible “is inadequately resourced, which
has resulted in performance below expected standards.”11
It is in this context of long-term under-resourcing of the MLHUD that Byakagaba and
Twesige’s findings in their case study of customary communal land in Hoima and Buliisa
districts located south of Acholi are not surprising: that nearly 20 years after the 1998 Land
Act, “the provisions of the law relating to communal tenure have largely remained
unimplemented.” While recognizing that one important reason for this is “lack of awareness
of the value of formalizing ownership from community groups,” they also emphasize (echoing
their criticism above) that: “At the same time the government has not put in place the
necessary structures and guidelines to operationalize registering and administering land
under communal tenure.”12 Without such structures and guidelines, customary communal
land is susceptible to alienation or abuse.
The problematic situation with respect to customary, communal land noted by Byakagaba
and Twesige in Hoima and Buliisa districts has been exacerbated in Acholi by the unsuitability
of individuated Certificates of Customary Ownership (CCOs) – the only instrument identified
in the Land Act to formalize and register customary land of any type – to the communal, kinbased land tenure system operative in most of Acholi. Although CCOs can be issued for
community land, they have typically been promoted and understood to apply to individuals
9

Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), p. 4, drawing particularly on a broad review of land policy and its implementation
across sub-Saharan Africa at the end of the 1990s by Palmer (2000), esp. p. 11.
10

Wily & Mbaya (2001), p. 16;

11

Uganda Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development [MLHUD] (2013), p. 4. Both this National Land
Policy and the follow-up publication The Uganda National Land Policy Implementation Action Plan, 2015/16 –
2018-/19 (MLHUD 2015) were prepared after wide consultation with actors involved in the land sector. This
estimate of the current Misitry budget allocation was presented and discussed at the April 2016 meetings in
Gulu of the Northern Uganda Land Platform (see n. 13 below).
12

Byakagaba & Twesige (2015), p. 3. This failure of government is surely attributable in large part to the ongoing
under-resourcing of the Ministry of Lands referred to above.
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and individual households. It was this generally accepted view of CCOs as meaning
individuated formalization and registration of land that prompted the JASLF in 2012 to urge
the Ministry of Lands to suspend the issuance of any CCOs in the Acholi sub-region. This
position was essentially endorsed a year later by the Northern Uganda Land Platform, a group
of nearly 50 NGOs and others involved in land issues in northern Uganda.13
The inappropriateness of CCOs (at least as broadly promoted and perceived) as an instrument
to register, secure, and protect Acholi – or indeed other customary communal land in Uganda
– was yet one more stimulus on the part of the JASLF to develop, eventually in collaboration
with Trócaire, the current pilot land research project.14
The timing of this research is propitious. A recent 2013 study, conducted under the auspices
of the World Bank indicates a significant shift on the part of this bastion of neoliberal thinking
that has long promoted individuated titling of land. Written by Ugandan Frank Byamugisha
and entitled Improving Land Governance in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Ten-Point Program to
Scale Up Land Policy Reforms and Investments, it lists t h e f o llo win g as the first of ten
key elements important for improving land administration in Sub-Saharan Africa: “improving
security over communal lands,” including “organising and formalising communal groups,
demarcating communal land boundaries and registering communal rights.”15
The current Pilot Project provides the foundations for what could be – if a proposed followup phase secures funding support – a comprehensive, community- and research-based
exercise that could do precisely what Byamugisha identifies as not only a key element for
improving land administration in sub-Saharan Africa, but the very first of such elements.
And in the process, this work could produce one of the most comprehensive, culturallysensitive, and practically-oriented investigations into a specific customary, communal land
tenure system in Africa, thus providing a possible model for the rest of the sub-continent.

2.2. Synopsis of historical Acholi customary land tenure
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, before colonial rule, customary land tenure
among the people evolving into an Acholi ethnicity was vested in the exogamous, localized,
patrilineal and patrilocal clans (kaki; singular kaka) that provided the core of each
fenced village (gang) that characterized Acholi at the time (and its name).
These villages were such a notable feature of nineteenth-century Acholi that they caught the
attention of the British explorer, adventurer, and anti-slave trade campaigner, Samuel Baker,
whose racism and egotism often contributed to his missing or misrepresenting many details
about the African peoples he came across. Entering Acholi in 1872 from the north, he writes:
13

See Northern Uganda Land Platform (2013).

14

Interestingly, neither the Ministry of Lands’ National Land Policy (2013) nor its follow-up Implementation
Action Plan (2015) includes any mention of CCOs, though both reference something called (but not clearly
described) as “Certificates of Title of Customary Ownership.” Both also note or propose several potentially
positive policy reforms and strategies that could potentially lead to more culturally appropriate Ministry
approaches to the legal status and administration of customary land, even customary communal land.
15

Byamugisha (2013); the passage quoted is from p. 5
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After leaving the vast expanse of empty territories where wild tribes, without any
permanent habitations, graze their invariably sickly cattle, we entered Shuli [Acholi]
territory up to the plateau. It was . . . a pleasant climate with cool breezes. The first
rains had started a few weeks earlier and turned the previously shriveled vegetation
into Luxuriant Green. There was a striking difference not only between the hot dusty
air of Lowland and the affable climate up the plateau, but also in the pattern of land
tenure. Shuli are farming communities who live in permanent settlements,
separately built two or three miles from one another. One side of each settlement is
kept exclusively for cattle grazing and the other side is taken up by neatly cultivated
plots of simsim, finger millet, cowpeas, groundnuts and other green vegetables. 16

If Baker got the existence of Acholi’s village-based land tenure and mixed-farming economy
right in this passage, he missed a crucial element of Acholi sociopolitical organization. By the
time Baker visited in the late nineteenth century, the village-clans he depicts did not exist
independently. For nearly 200 years, varying numbers of such clan-based villages – from one
or two to fifty or more – had increasingly been joined together in chiefdoms, each with a royal
clan (kal) and under the authority of an hereditary ruler or chief (rwot moo). Even within a
chiefdom, however, these fenced village-clans provided the social, economic, and ideological
foundations of an emerging Acholi identity. Importantly, communal land rights were vested
– for settlement, agriculture, grazing, hunting and other purposes – in the core clan of each
village.
These communal land rights were organized and managed, not only for the benefit of the
living but for future generations, by the hereditary head of that clan, assisted by clan elders. And
while male heads of households who were members of the core clan had the most obvious rights
to use – but importantly not individually to “own” that land – such user (or usufructuary) rights
also existed for widows and orphans of clan members who remained on the land. Moreover, the
wife or wives (in the relatively rare instances of polygyny in precolonial Acholi) in each household
had designated individual plots on which staple food crops were grown. Importantly,
however, farming frequently involved cooperative, communal village-clan labour, rotating
among household plots (hunting and herding also included cooperative labour).
But such villages were rarely, if ever, occupied solely by members of the core clan and the
women married into it. There were typically fluctuating numbers of others, some temporary
and some who remained for generations. Many of these “outsiders” were linked to the core
lineage though marriage ties, others were friends or clients of a clan member, refugees, or
war captives – or descendants of any of the above. Once accepted by the clan head and
elders, however, such outsiders were allocated a portion of the host clan’s land that they,
and their descendants, had the right to live on and use as long as they remained – but not
increase without permission from their hosts.17
Though the fences surrounding these clan-based villages gradually came down during the
colonial period, and the households that made up villages became more dispersed, villages
and the clans that were at each village core continued to be important. Anthropologist F.K.
16
17

Baker (1874), vol. I, p. 460.
Atkinson (2010a), esp. pp. 76-77; Girling (1960), pp. 29, 36-40, 51-56, 62, 107-9, and 169-70.
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Girling observes of the Acholi of the 1950s that “the village is a living reality, it [particularly
for members of the core clan of the village] is the social group into which they are born and
spend the greater part of their lives, [and] it plays a major part in regulating their relations
with other Acholi.”18
During the nearly 25 years that passed between Uganda’s independence in 1962 and the
outbreak of war in Acholi in 1986, population growth and an indeterminate degree –
because virtually no research was conducted on the topic – of population movement and
fragmentation of communal land undoubtedly occurred. Still, even after the disruptions of
years of conflict and displacement, the 2012-13 Acholi-wide land research by Hopwood and
Atkinson indicated clearly that land rights in Acholi continue to be organized communally. As
part of this research, hundreds of local participants were gathered together to meet in parishlevel groups in rural sub-counties throughout Acholi. Collectively, these groups provided data
on land tenure organization in nearly 80% of the more than 3,000 rural villages in the subregion. In over 90% of these villages, land rights were reported to be based primarily on
communal customary tenure, with land rights organized at the clan (kaka), sub-clan
(doggola-kaka), or extended family (dog gang or dog ot).19
What this research did not do – and was not intended to do – was to examine how these
kin-based communal land-holding groups – which clearly varied greatly in numbers,
geographical scale, and undoubtedly in many other ways as well – worked in detail. That is
what the current project is intended to at do, at least in a piloted, beginning manner.

2.3. Women and land in Acholi
The topic of women in relation to customary communal land in Acholi was specifically
identified as an important component of the field research for this Pilot Project. In
consequence, multiple questions and areas of enquiry were incorporated into the research
tools employed in the research, as reflected in the key findings below.
The present section presents some broad, contextual information and reflections, beginning
with the ensuing general observation that introduces Hopwood and Atkinson’s discussion of
women rights and access to land in Acholi:
How best to protect the rights of women to access land in Africa has been much
contested. Overwhelmingly, customary practices are reported to involve patri-lineal
and patrilocal inheritance of land, while women’s land rights are typically gained
through marriage. This has led to the widespread misapprehension that “only men
can own land.” In fact under most customary land regimes [including Acholi] the
notion of “ownership” – by either women or men – is not applicable. Rather . . .
complex systems of evolving principles and often negotiable practices around the use
of resources by different classes of land-holding community members grant different,
but not inevitably lesser, rights to women than men.20

18Girling (1960), p. 56.
19

Hopwood & Atkinson (2013).

20

Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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In their study of effective practices of land dispute resolution in Acholi, Burke and Egaru write
that “Acholi customary law also grants women significant land rights, and the Constitution
mandates that state law prevails where it contradicts with customary law.” But, they
continue, there is controversy about how effective either the customary or state system is in
protecting women’s rights, identifying widows and unmarried women as especially
marginalized and vulnerable. “While widows should take over the land from the deceased
husband and unmarried woman should receive land from her parents,” they contend that
“family members often conspire to deny their rights.”21
Hopwood and Atkinson’s concluding paragraphs of their discussion of women and customary
land in Acholi begins by acknowledging that: “There can be no doubt that women are often
denied land rights that are properly theirs under Acholi customary, communal land tenure.”
But they argue that this is frequently the result of particular circumstances – including scarcity
of land in some places, or beginning commoditization of land in others (for example, near
urban areas) – that can result in widows, divorcees, and other unmarried women “being
unwelcome, despite recognised rights in Acholi customary land tenure principles in either
their marital or paternal clans.” However, they note, it is not just women who are affected
by such situations, but “indeed anyone with less than first rank land claims.”22
Some of these ranked claims are generally clear and relatively fixed, though almost all are
flexible, subject to particular circumstances, and the assessment of those responsible for
organizing and managing whatever portion of clan land that is in question. For example, the
claims of “sons” of the clan-land holding group of any particularly piece of customary
communal land (ngom kwaro or ngom pa kaka) are, in general, among the very highest
ranked. But the strength of even these claims is not absolutely fixed. Older male clan
members who have lived long on the land typically have stronger claims than younger ones.
And a son of the clan who has been long absent from that clan land (or perhaps not even
having been present there) will have much weaker claims, possibly (even probably) weaker
than many others – including women of various categories.
In any case, while accepting that rights and access to customary communal land widely
considered as legitimate were sometimes denied, both to women and others, Hopwood and
Atkinson’s research findings overall suggested strongly that such denial was not the norm,
especially by the time that they wrapped up research in late 2012, by which time (as noted
above) land disputes in Acholi generally had greatly declined.
And they conclude their discussion on women and land in Acholi by positing that even in those
cases where a woman’s (or other’s) rights to customary land in Acholi were denied, “the issue
may not essentially be about women or vulnerable individuals’ rights to Acholi customary
land,” but about the failure of those rights to be (properly) recognized and supported by
relatives and local leadership. They continue:
21

Burke and Egaru (2011), pp. 25-26, citing (i) Doss, Truong, Nabanoga & Namaalwa (2011), p. 9; (ii) Rugadya, Obaikol
& Kamusiime (2004), p.2; and (iii) Land and Equity Movement in Uganda [LEMU], (n.d.), pp. 1-2. LEMU has
produced scores of policy and information documents on land issues in northern and eastern Uganda, many with a
focus on women; for access go to http://www.land-in-uganda.org.
22

Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), pp. 15-16.
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Successful land access, through safeguarding recognized land rights, relies in turn
primarily on effective local leadership (especially, but not only customary or
traditional leadership) who possess acknowledged integrity and moral authority. This
is particularly so when women or other individuals or groups are denied access (often
by in-laws or other relatives) to customary land to which they have recognisable rights
under customary principles and practice. A strong argument can be made that in such
instances, the successful, secure and sustainable realisation of land rights is much
more likely to occur if supported by local leadership than a distant and often suspect
formal legal system. Indeed, this has been asserted both for women’s access to
customary communal land in general, and specifically in Acholi.23

In summary, Hopwood and Atkinson emphasize that the Acholi customary communal land
tenure system is far from perfect, noting that “solutions to improving women’s land security
remain elusive.” They then conclude:
In many contexts customary rights are insecure and many commentators see
individual land ownership as a means whereby women can secure rights over land
based on (relatively non-discriminatory) law rather than intrinsically male dominated
custom. However in states with little capacity, a sometimes benign customary regime
is often preferable in practice to an inevitably neglectful and inaccessible (to all but
the rich) legal regime.24

The issue of women and customary communal land currently in Acholi is a central focus of
this Pilot Project. One of the key areas of enquiry pursued in the general clan-based FGDs
(Tool 2) was to ask about women’s rights and access to land, in either the clans into which
they were married or their birth clans, and according to the various social categories that
women occupy (such as wives, widows, divorced women, other unmarried women, etc.).

A Typical Acholi Granary
Photo: Denis Kilama in Paimol

“Women hold exclusive rights to control and manage the granary which stores all produce”. Muzee E. Y Komakech

Questions were also asked about roles women play (if any) in land use, organization, and
management.

23

Ibid., p. 16, referencing Manji (2006) for a general, Africa-wide presentation of this argument; Anying (2012)
specifically on Acholi.
24

Ibid., again referencing Manji (2006), pp. 99-114. For a more extended, and highly persuasive, presentation
on of some of the nuances and variations in women’s rights and access to Acholi customary communal land,
including a discussion of land disputes involving women, see Hopwood (2015).
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Furthermore, women in different social categories were among the prime categories sought
out for inclusion in the Special Interest Group meetings (Tool 3). Together, responses to these
two research tools in the 46 clan-based land-holding groups in the Project sample provide
important, wide-ranging, and nuanced information on the place of women in and on specific,
clan-based customary land holdings, as currently conceptualized and practiced. Some of the
findings on this crucial topic are presented below in the Summary of Key Findings (especially
nos. 5, 6, and 12).

2.4 Demography, Land Security, and Acholi’s Future
This section presents basic rural demographics of the Acholi sub-region and discusses their
significance both for this project and for the future of the Acholi people. It begins with a table
showing the number of 2012 rural sub-counties, parishes, and villages in each of the seven
Acholi districts in Acholi.25 It then provides district and sub-regional data on rural land area
(in both square kilometres and hectares),26 estimated 2014 numbers of households,27 and
2014 rural, urban, and total population figures.28
Even though this research focuses on rural Acholi, a column presenting urban population is
included to show ever-growing urban growth. The administrative areas included in this
column are the four wards of Gulu Municipality, Kitgum Municipality, and areas in other
districts designated as Town Council sites. Land in these urban – and urbanizing – areas is
typically organized differently than in rural Acholi.

Table 1: Basic (mostly rural) Acholi Demographic Data
District

Rural
subcounties

Rural
parishes

Rural
villages

Agago
Amuru
Gulu
Kitgum
Lamwo
Nwoya
Pader
TOTALS

12
9
13
4
9
4
11
62

54
48
70
29
45
26
49
321

277
442
888
317
344
130
630
3028

25

Rural
area
(Sq. km)

Rural area
(hectares)

3,379
337,921
3,094
309,392
3,027
302,633
3,281
328,083
4,605
460,458
3,046
304,621
3,295
329,494
23,727 2,372,602

2014

Urban
pop.
2014

37,628
35,479
57,780
30,284
23,871
23,330
32,000
240,372

198,799 28,993
227,792
177,395
9,301
186,696
286,545 149,800
436,345
128,455 75,593
204,048
112,637 21,742
134,379
119,913 13,593
133,506
164,602 13,402
178,004
1,188,346 312,424 1,500,770

Rural
H/H

Rural pop.
2014

Total pop.
2014

From Hopwood & Atkinson (2013).

26

Rural land area data were obtained from the Uganda Cluster shape files used for Hopwood & Atkinson (2013),
once available (at http://www.ugandaclusters.ug), but are no longer, as the site has been taken down. The
figures presented exclude Murchison Falls National Park land in Nwoya and demarcated forest reserves
throughout Acholi.
27

This data for all but Amuru District (which was somehow omitted) are from UBOS (2014), pp. 44, 46-48, 5051; Amuru data come from UBOS 2016 by dividing its rural population (p. 51) by its average 5.0 household size
(p. 54).
28

UBOS (2016), pp. 51-52.
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The rural statistics in this table are not only the most relevant for this project, but for Acholi
more generally, as 79.2% of the sub-region’s population are rural dwellers, only marginally
above the 78.6% of Uganda as a whole.
And for this vast majority, who are overwhelmingly farmers, perhaps the most telling
demographic statistic is Acholi’s rural population density and the amount of land available to
a rural individual or household. This is summarised in Table 2 below, both in hectares and
acres (as the latter is most often used by people in the sub-region).
Table 2: Rural Population Density and Land Availability Based on 2014 Census
District

Rural
area
(square
km)

Rural area
(hectares)

Est rural
pop. 2014

Est rural
h/h

Rural
pop.
per sq.
km

Hectares
per
person
(rural)

Agago
Amuru
Gulu
Kitgum
Lamwo
Nwoya
Pader
TOTALS

3,379
3,094
3,027
3,281
4,605
3,046
3,295
23,727

337,921
198,799
37,628
309,392
177,395
35,479
302,633
286,545
57,780
328,083
128,455
30,284
460,458
112,637
23,871
304,621
119,913
22,330
329,494
164,602
32,000
2,372,602 1,188,346 239,372

58.83
57.34
94.66
39.15
24.46
39.37
49.96
50.08

1.70
1.74
1.06
2.55
4.09
2.54
2.00
2.00

Acres
per
person
(rural)

Hectares
per
h/h
(rural)

Acres
per
H/h
(rural)

4.20
4.30
2.62
6.30
10.11
6.28
4.95
4.94

8.98
8.72
5.24
10.83
19.29
13.64
10.30
9.91

22.19
21.55
12.95
26.76
47.67
33.71
25.45
24.49

(1 hectare = 2.47105 acre)

Acholi’s rural population density of 50 persons per sq. km is significantly lower than the rural
Ugandan average of 136.5 per sq. km,29 which is more than 2.7 times that of Acholi. Overall,
rural Acholi according to the 2014 census had an average of just under 10 hectares available
29

UBOS (2016), p. 52, enumerated Uganda’s 2014 rural population as 27,208,786. In 2012, two earlier UBOS
publications (2012a and 2012b) calculated Uganda’s total land area as 199.810 sq. km, with urban “built-up
areas” constituting only 366 sq. km (or 0.2% of the total), leaving a rural land area of 199,400 sq. km. This
translates into the 2014 rural population density of 136.5 persons per sq. km. noted in the text above.
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per household, or 24.5 acres. District averages ranged from a low of 5.2 hectares, or 13 acres,
in the most highly urbanized district of Gulu (3.5 hectares, or 8.5 acres lower than the next
lowest district average in Amuru) to a high of 19.3 hectares, or 47.7 acres, in Lamwo (5.7
hectares, or 14 acres, higher than the next highest average in Nwoya).30
This low population density in Acholi enables absorption of a still rapidly growing population
– for perhaps a generation, or even more – without putting the sort of pressure on rural
populations, and the land on which they depend, that has produced destructive and often
devastating consequences in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa, including some areas of
Uganda. Moreover, recent research conducted on behalf of the African Development Bank
(ADB) suggests that increasing populations in low-density areas can have economically
positive consequences.31 Secondly, because land in Acholi is primarily communal, this
provides – if such communal land can be secured – land-holding groups the opportunity to
put large tracts of land to productive use beyond subsistence, adding both potential variety
in the types of productive uses to which the land could be put and multiplying productive
capacity beyond that available to individual households.
Such advantages are accompanied by two overarching challenges that need to be addressed
if the potential benefits provided by Acholi’s abundant endowment of land are to flow to the
majority of the sub-region’s population, and to their descendants. The first of these is the
wide-scale adoption of strategies and skills that generate productive, sustainable use of land
in ways that will promote broad-based development and improved livelihoods.
Secondly, and even more basically, is the challenge to develop and implement effective ways to secure
individual and communal land rights within the Acholi customary land tenure system. Doing so will
be crucial in dealing with not only the many internal challenges already noted but the external 21st
century pressures and challenges that will only increase in a situation of ever-diminishing land and
other natural resource availability in Uganda, Africa, and the world as a whole.
This will only be possible by better understanding and clarifying the principles and practices of Acholi
customary communal land, and working with local clan-based land-holding groups across Acholi to
help secure and protect their land in ways that serve and reflect the interests of those groups, not
only for the present occupants but their descendants. That is the fundamental task – at least at

the pilot level – of this project.

30

If the 84,393 hectares (844 sq. km) of the disputed Lakang area of Amuru are removed as available land, this
would decrease Amuru’s 309,392 hectares of rural land by more the 25%, which would in turn lower the average
amount of land available to a rural Amuru household 8.7 hectares (21.6 acres) to less than 6.4 hectares (15.7
acres). This would represent be a major loss of land in Amuru, driving the already second-lowest average amount
of land per rural household even lower. In addition to this, as noted below on p. 17, elsewhere in Amuru, in
Atiak, another 8,900 hectares (about 22,000 acres) of rural land has been granted as freehold to a single Atiak
family, of which over 6,000 hectares (15,000 acres) has been leased for sugar cane production. Currently being
challenged in court, if this land is lost, the average amount of rural land available to each Amuru household
would fall lower still to 6.1 hectares, or 15.1 acres. Losing both these tracts of Amuru land would also lower the
overall Acholi figures by about 0.5 hectares (or about 1.25 acres) per rural household, a much less drastic, but
still not insignificant loss.
31

Ricker-Gilbert, Chamberlin & Jayne (2012).
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3. Overview of Field Research Methodology
Field research for this pilot project was conducted between December 2015 and April 2016.
It utilized a Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology, an interactive process that
involved extensive consultation with a wide range of community actors in Acholiland,
including leaders, to engage in discussions about Acholi customary, communal land, in open
and inclusive communication. The research process offered space for, and gave voice to,
bottom-up narratives from communities living in the chiefdoms and clan-based communal
land-holding groups in the Pilot Project sample, obtained in an inclusive manner by interfacing
with all categories of people in those communities. This methodological approach
encouraged free dialogue and information sharing among with a wide range of individuals
and groups actively involved with access, rights, use, organization, and management of
customary, clan-based communal land. This enabled knowledge and practices derived from
past lived experiences that have been mainly orally communicated and passed on over time
to be systematically documented.

3.1

Scope of the Study

Utilizing a database of Acholi cultural leadership and local government structures, the first
step in the field research was a scoping study by the Research Coordinator to identify seven
specific research sites, one in each of the seven districts in Acholiland. The seven ker kal – or
chiefdoms32 – ultimately chosen for the study were:
1. Alokulum chiefdom in Anaka subcounty, Nwoya District;
2. Atiak chiefdom in Atiak subcounty, Amuru District;
3. Koyo chiefdom in Lapul subcounty, Pader District;
4. Orom chiefdom in Orom subcounty, Kitgum District;
5. Paico chiefdom in Paico, Unyama, and Cwero subcounties, Gulu District;
6. Paimol chiefdom in Paimol subcounty, Agago District; and
7. Poyamo chiefdom in Madi Opei subcounty, Lamwo District.
In an effort to begin discovering the variety in customary landholding notions and practices
across Acholi, these chiefdoms are not only located in different districts, but also reflect a
range of other differences. These include: (i) Alokolum borders Murchison National Park, is
on the main road to West Nile from the south and east, and includes Anaka township (the
largest in Nwoya District); (ii) both Atiak in the west and Orom in the east are located along
the boundary with South Sudan, with Atiak on the main road linking Uganda and Acholi with
South Sudan; (iii) Atiak also borders the Madi ethnic group of Adjumani District; (iv) Orom and
Paimol are located along the border with the pastoralist Jie of Karamoja; (v) Paico includes
peri-urban parts Gulu town, the largest urban centre in Acholi, while Orom is one of the least
urbanized and remote parts of the sub-region; and (vi) the selected chiefdoms range widely
in both geographical extent and the number of their constituent clan-based, land-holding

32

Although the term “chiefdom” is not the only possible rendering for the more than than 60 politically
independent precolonial polities – ker kal – present when colonial rule was established in Acholi in the early 20th
century (see Atkinson 2010a, pp. 337-43), for convenience it will be one used in this report. Ker Kwaro Acholi,
the Acholi cultural institution, includes 54 ker kal in their membership, although these ker kal are misleadingly
referred to in English as “clans.”
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groups; (vii) the process of field research also revealed widely varying degrees of chiefdomand clan-level cultural awareness, understanding and cohesion.

3.2

Data Collection Methods

To investigate and document both similarities and differences among these chiefdoms, a total
of 14 researchers – seven female-male research teams, one in each selected chiefdom –
conducted approximately four months of field research. In most cases, at least one member
of each research team was from the chiefdom in which their research was based, helping to
foster a social connection between each team of researchers and those who were the focus
of the team’s research.
3.2.1. Primary Data
Pilot Project research methodology utilized a combination of five tools to collect primary data:
three separately-designed Focus Group Discussion tools; Key Informant Interviews; and
Household Surveys. In addition, attempts were made (not always successful) to generate
sketch maps of the rough boundaries of the clan-based communal lands in the research
sample.
(a) Focus Group Discussions. Focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted with the aim
of understanding Acholi social sense-making/opinion-forming processes about their
customary communal land. The unit of analysis was thus not individuals, but community
groups involved in various ways with clan-based communal land. A total of 92 FGDs were
conducted with different categories of people related to customary communal land in
different (or potentially different) ways, promoting opportunities for participants to speak
about their experiences openly and with confidence. These group interactions produced
invaluable data on how the sampled Acholi people think about and understand their land and
about what directions they would like to take regarding this land, its use, organization,
management and protection. Many respondents also expressed a sense that they perceived
and welcomed their interactions with the field researchers as a mutual learning opportunity
and experience, which in turn have generated a level of familiarity, trust, and local guidance
that could be crucial not only for productive follow-up work with these groups, but for others
in Acholi who might be a part of any such future work.
Three different FGD Tools were administered to respective groups as follows:
i) Tool 1, was an initial chiefdom-wide FGD, organized and led by the Research Coordinator
(RC) of the Project. Each was held at the compound of the chiefdom’s traditional ruler
(Rwot Moo; plural Rwodi Moo).33 The mobilization of participants for this meeting, with
guidance from RC and respective Field Researchers, was executed by the Rwot Moo, along
with his advisors and local government leaders. In four of the seven inaugural meetings
(in Koyo, Orom, Paimol, and Poyamo), the Rwot himself attended and co-presided along
33

The full title for these traditional chiefdom rulers, Rwot Moo (plural, Rwodi Moo), signifies that they have been
anointed by having shea nut oil (moo) applied to their chests during formal installation ceremonies. For
convenience’ sake, the shorter designators Rwot/Rwodi will typically be used in this report.
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with the Research Coordinator; in the other three a designated representative delegated
by the Rwot played this role.
Each chiefdom-wide meeting brought together trusted advisors from that chiefdom –
including clan heads (lodito kaka), elders, senior women, widows, youth representatives,
rwodi kweri and rwodi okoro (male and female organizers and managers of land within
clans) – along with and community opinion leaders, representatives from Area Land
Committees, and Local Government. A total of nearly 300 people attended these seven
inaugural meetings, some 70% of whom were males. The major topics discussed helped
guide – and were further explored in – subsequent FGDs with members of the selected
clan-based land-holding groups in each chiefdom, and are incorporated in the Key
Findings below.
These inaugural meetings also served to introduce the Project and field-research teams
to each of the chiefdoms, and identified a total of 47 customary, clan-based land-holding
groups to investigate in detail: five in Alokolum (the total in that chiefdom) and seven in
each of the others. In Atiak, however, the final number was reduced to six, after two
originally scheduled clans refused to participate, and for only one of these was an
alternative identified.34 This in turn reduced the final number of clans in the research
sample to 46, as listed in Table 3.35
Table 3: Clan-based land-holding investigated in each chiefdom

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ker Kal
Alokolum
Pabali
Punen
Todora
Lawinyi
Okula36
-

Ker Kal
Atiak
Pacilo Okee
Pacware
Pabuga
Pamwoma
Puroc
Parwaca

7.

-

-

Ker Kal
Koyo
Koyo kal
Lukaci
Pajar
Palabek
Lamogi
Paiula
Pagol

Ker Kal
Orom
Bala
Kamurya
Kopil
Pajong
Pamolo
Lalak

Ker Kal
Paicho
Angaya
Pawat-Omeru
Ali Ikat
Purogo
Puocen
PakweloPakecha
Kalumoru Kal Umu

Ker Kal
Paimol
Paimol kal
Karuge Katugo
Kudeng
Loka
Kicok Poet
Lwala

Ker Kal
Poyamo
Poyamo kal
Locimidik
Pobutu
Lotuku
Oryang
Popany

Lamogi

Pobudi

ii) Tool 2: FGDs with clan-based land-holding groups. Tool 2 incorporated a wide-ranging
list of questions and topics to guide a series of discussions in the each of the 46 clans in
the final research sample, with a particular focus on how each conceptualized, organized,
34

The main reason for the situation in Atiak seems to have been suspicion of land-related research spurred by
the recent alienation of large portions of land in Atiak – including approximately 15,000 acres for the
establishment of sugar cane farming. The Parwaca clan was the alternative chose to replace the originally Palobo
selected clan.
35

Except in Alokolum, where all 5 of the the chiefdom’s clans were included in the research sample, the other
chiefdoms all have more than 7 clans, as follows: Atiak and Koyo both identified 12 constituent clans; Orom
reported having 48 clans, by far the largest number in any of the researched chiefdoms; Paico named a total of
11 clans; Paimol is comprised of 16 clans; and Poyamo 21. In each of these latter chiefdoms, the selection of
clans to be in the research sample was done as part of its initial chiefdom-wide meeting.
36

Okula is located at Lacekocot in Pader district.
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and managed their clan land; what problems or threats there were to that land; and what,
if anything, clan members wanted to do in order to better secure and protect their land.
The customary land belonging to each of these land-holding groups is typically referred to
in Acholi as ngom kwaro (ancestral or customary land) or ngom pa kaka (land belonging
to and organized by a patrilineal clan – kaka – or section of a clan). These two designations
reflect a conceptualization of Acholi customary land that emphasizes both its longestablished historical foundations and the collective, rather than individuated, nature of
rights, access, organization, and management of such land. Hereafter, this customary kinbased land will be usually be referred to as “clan land,” and those holding it as “clans.”37
Each of the these clan-based FGDs lasted four to five hours or more, with the total numbers
of participants in each chiefdom presented in Table 4 on the next page. Note the much larger
percentage of female participants in these clan-based FGDs, which were organized and
mobilized by the field research teams, than in the initial chiefdom-wide meetings,
demonstrating a concerted attention to gender representation by the researchers.
.
Table 4: Participants involved in Tool 2 FGDs
Chiefdom
1. Alokulum
2. Atiak
3. Koyo
4. Orom
5. Paico
6. Paimol
7. Poyamo
TOTALS

Total
participants
152
176
203
229
278
202
285
1,525

Female

Male

56
88
98
107
117
80
129
690
(45%)

96
88
105
122
161
122
156
835
(55%)

iii) Tool 3 provided the guide for FGDs with “special-interest groups” in each clan, focusing
especially on those in potentially or actually vulnerable categories or situations, such as
widows, divorced women, orphans, “guests,” or people with disabilities. This took care of
categories of people who may not have been comfortable speaking in the main group, so
that their voices and views were separately captured.
(b) Key Informant Interviews (KII). Key informant interviews were guided by Tool 4, and were
conducted by both the Research Coordinator and Field Researchers. Interviewees included
clan members, local opinion leaders, and local government technical and political leaders.
The selection of respondents was based on both purposeful sampling and snowballing, and
helped garner additional details and triangulate information gathered from the FGDs.
37

As already noted, and discussed further below, a rnge of others also typically lives on and has various user
access and rights on such land; these include women married into the clan, widows, women seeking access (for
various reasons) to land held by their birth clan, and “guests” of various kinds (such as in-laws and friends).
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(c) Household surveys were administered using Tool 5 to a limited number of households in
each chiefdom, utilizing purposive random sampling.
Copies of these research tools are included as Annexes to this report, and the numbers
participating in each are indicated in the following table.
Table 5: Focus Group Discussion (FGD), Key Informant Interview (KII) & H/H Survey Statistics
Chiefdom
FGDs
Tool
1

Clan
FGDs
Tool
2

SIG
FGDs
Tool
3

KIIs at
Clan
Level by
FRs

Clan
Level KIIs
by RC

Opinion
Leaders/
Elder KIIs
by RC

Local
Gov’t
KIIs by
RC

H/hold
surveys
by FRs

Alokolum
Atiak
Koyo
Orom

1
1
1
1

5
6
7
7

6
5
7
6

14
12
14
14

4
2
3
3

1
1
2

2
2

25
25
35
35

Paicho

1

7

5

14

4

2

-

35

Paimol
Poyamo

1
1
7

7
7
46

5
5
39

14
14
96

3
2
21

1
3
10

1
2
7

24
35
214

Chiefdom
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

TOTALS

The key findings from the three FGD tools are presented below, and a draft summary report
on Tool 3 Special Interest Group Discussions is also reproduced as Annex 9. Unfortunately,
there has not been time to transcribe and translate the Key Informant Interviews (Tool 4) nor
fully assemble and analyse the household survey data (Tool 5) in the time available to produce
this report.
Finally in this section, as noted above field researchers asked each clan in the research sample
to select three or four knowledgeable individuals to draw a Sketch Map depicting the rough
boundaries of their customary communal land on sub-county or parish maps. While not
always successful in producing useful maps, two samples from the Koyo and Orom chiefdoms
are presented as Annexes 1 and 2 below.38
Summary key findings from the three FGD tools are presented below, but unfortunately there
has not been time to transcribe and translate the Key Informant Interviews (Tool 4), nor fully
assemble and analyse the household survey data (Tool 5) in the time available to produce this
report. These two research tools, and the list of Key Informant Interviews, are, however,
included in the annexes to this report.
3.2.2. Recordings
The vast majority of FGDs conducted during this Pilot Project field research were voice
recorded. These recordings, mostly in Acholi Luo, total many hundreds of hours, and it is
hoped that subsequent funding might be sought to transcribe, translate them into English,
38

Due to the sensitivity surrounding land issues in Acholi, no attempts were made to use GPS devices for
boundary or any other mapping during this Pilot Project. It is hoped, if there is a follow-up phase, to draw upon
the confidence and trust built up during this research to explore doing so.
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and then establish a publically-accessible website to house and maintain these recordings,
transcriptions, and translations. Together these would provide a unique and valuable archive
of customary, communal land holding in Acholi in the early 21 st century.
3.2.3. Secondary Sources
The secondary sources utilized in the writing of this report, including previous research and
analytical reports, relevant articles and other literature, newspaper clippings, and websites
are listed in the Sources Cited below.
In addition, separate, related reports have been produced by consultants selected to carry
out work for the legal component of this Pilot Project, to identify and analyse legal precedents
from across sub-Saharan Africa, and beyond, to formalize or otherwise legally recognize and
protect customary communal land. This research is then intended to explore a viable legal
framework – or frameworks – to do the same for customary communal land in Acholi, as
currently conceptualized, organized, and managed in all its variety across the sub-region, with
the goal of helping to secure and protect the land rights and access for the majority in the
Acholi sub-region who live and work within this system of tenure, and depend upon it for their
sustenance and livelihoods.
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4. Summary of Key Findings
In addition to the twenty key findings discussed in this section, the Tool 2 FGDs also obtained
information on a number of additional topics of considerable interest and importance that
deserve attention in the future. These include capsule historical narratives of the origins of
each of the 46 researched clans up to the settlement at their current locations, details of the
genealogical relationships among the sub-sections of each clan, and the identification of
groups bordering the 46 clans.
1) 90% or more of land in the research sample was customary, communal land, vested in
and belonging to recognized patrilineal kinship groups – clans (kaka) or sub-sections of
clans.
This was indicated in the initial FGDs in six of the seven chiefdoms, located across Acholi
in widely varying circumstances, and was substantiated in FGDs in the 46 customary clan
land-holding groups from these seven chiefdoms selected for subsequent in-depth
research.
The one exception at the chiefdom level, though only by a small margin, was Atiak. There
a recent and contentious individual freehold has been granted that comprises nearly
22,000 acres – some 15,000 of which have now in turn been leased for a large, foreignowned and foreign-managed sugar plantation. This single freehold reduces the estimate
of customary land in Atiak to a fraction under 90%.39
In four of the other six chiefdoms – Koyo, Orom, Paimol, and Poyamo – almost all land
held by the seven researched clans in each of them remains customary communal land.
The exceptions are one small peri-urban leasehold of less than five acres (in Paimol), a
market (in Poyamo), and small portions of land provided to churches or to government
for schools, health centres, community roads, or (in Paimol) a UPDF detachment and subcounty headquarters. These latter total 54 acres in Koyo; 26 acres in Orom; 66-67 acres
in Paimol; and 24 acres in Poyamo – all scattered among the researched clans, which
together total in the hundreds of thousands of acres.
Much more freehold land was identified in Paicho, the researched chiefdom located
closest to Gulu town and its northern peri-urban environs. There, four of the seven
researched clans reported freehold land totalling more than 3,500 acres (more than half
in the single clan land holding group, Kal-Umu); an unspecified amount of land provided
for government school and health facilities was also noted. But even this larger acreage
of non-customary land in Paicho represents a tiny fraction of the more than a million acres
stated by the seven researched clans as their clan land.40

39

A legal challenge to this situation is underway, with a request for an injunction to halt further activities on the
land that have already allegedly disturbed the graves of clan ancestors buried there.
40

Information obtained in Alokolum unfortunately provides no quantified land figures, but only overall estimates
that approximately 5% of land in the chiefdom was freehold and 5% leasehold.
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2) The particular meaning and understanding of such (non-individuated) customary land
in different clans in the research sample, however, varied.
In a strong majority – 30 of 46 of the researched clans (65%) – respondents described and
operated within a framework that conceptualized their customary land as collective,
communal clan land – belonging to the entire clan situated on that land and organized
and managed up to that level, for the benefit of both those currently living and those yet
to be born. These included all 7 researched clans in Koyo, Orom, and Poyamo; 6 of 7 in
Paimol (all but the Kudeng clan); and 3 of the 7 in Paicho (Kal-Umu, Ali Ikat, and Purogo)41.
These clans best fit the historical pattern of land rights and land management in Acholi,
as captured by Anglican Bishop MB Ochola in the following (if slightly idealized) passage:
“Communal land rights were vested in the core clan of each village – for settlement, agriculture,
grazing, hunting, and other purposes. These communal land rights were organised and managed,
not only for the benefits of the living but for future generations, by the hereditary head of that
clan, assisted by clan elders. Within this set-up, there was hardly any reported conflict relating to
land. People lived in harmony.”42

In a minority, but still significant number of other clans, customary land continues to be
referred to by a clan name, but is identified with and largely functions within a smaller,
more restricted kin-based community, the sub-clan in some cases or extended family in
others. At the same time, FGDs with members of these latter clans indicate that they
continue to consider themselves as members of the broader clan of which they are a part,
and call on that broader identity to help deal with various issues and problems, including
land and other types of disputes, both within the clan and with outsiders.
The land-holding clans who take this more restricted perspective on their customary
communal land include 5 of the 7 researched clans in Paicho (Pawatomero, Angaya,
Pakwelo Pakecha, and Pucen); all 6 researched clans in Atiak; and all 5 in Alokolum.
Among these, while the distinction between sub-clan and extended family is not always
clear,43 it appears that the 5 Paicho clans noted above organize and manage most of their
clan land at the sub-clan level, as do the 5 Alokolum clans and 4 of 6 of the Atiak clans
(Pabuga, Paware, Pamwoma, and Puroc); the other two Atiak clans (Pacilo and Parwaca)
organize and manage their land at the level of the extended family.
3) All 46 researched clans share many similarities in the overall conceptualization,
organization, and management of their respective clan lands, but there are also
differences.

41

Okot Justo from Pacilo clan illustrates the different interpretation and shades of understanding by noting
that, ‘’some youth today tend to think if their father or grandfather use to be responsible for organising
hunting expeditions in a particular hunting ground (lated tim), then the hunting ground belongs to them. Yet
this was just an appointed role by the Clan(s) to be responsible for that specific ground NOT 41 to own it”.
42
Impromtu KII on the sidelines of a TC meeting at Doves Nest Hotel.
43

The same Acholi Luo term – doggola – is sometimes applied to a sub-clan and sometimes to an extended
family; the terms dog gang and dog ot are also used for extended family.
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FGDs in all the clans in the research sample indicate that they attempt to deal with issues
and problems at the lowest level possible, down to individual households. At the same
time all – even those who organize and manage their land at the extended family or subclan level – have an overall clan organization and leadership, with varying degrees of
importance and authority. These levels go from individual household (ot/keno) →
extended family (dog gang/dog ot/doggola) → sub-clan (doggola) → clan (kaka). Elder
males within each of these different levels -- particularly those born into the clan to whom
the land belongs – tend to have the highest ranked default authority, up the clan head
(ladit kaka), followed by other clan elders (ludito kaka) and elders in general (lodito
mutegi).
But being an elderly son of the clan, a clan head, nor any other formal leadership position
or social category does not confer importance and authority by itself. What seems
ultimately crucial is being widely seen in the community as fair, trustworthy, and
credible.44
Within this broadly accepted and widely practiced framework much variation occurs.
Among the most important of these is the limited role played in day-to-day organization
and management by clan-wide organization and leadership in those clans which
concentrate that management and leadership at the extended family or sub-clan level (as
discussed above under Key Finding 2).
But 45 of the 46 researched clans (with the exception of the Kalumoru clan in Orom),
whether organized as the clan as a whole or at the more restricted sub-clan or extended
family level, have both male and female representatives who play roles in organizing and
managing clan land and agricultural activities, as well as in settling land disputes. These
are called, respectively, Rwodi Kweri (singular, Rwot Kweri) and Rwot/Rwodi Okoro.45
While details vary, the information in the Koyo chiefdom Tool 2 FGDs provides a useful
and broadly representative description of these two positions (slightly revised here for
clarity):
Role of Rwodi Kweri?
 Mediation.
 Inspection of land.
 Guidance and advice.
 Witnesses on land boundaries, especially cultivated land.
 Are trustees of land.
How are Rwodi Kweri chosen?
They are chosen through village meetings where names of men are nominated and
community vote the person they want. Persons with good moral character and
maturity are the ones always chosen.
44

This is certainly not necessarily the case. In one clan in Alokolum, for example, the researchers report that the
“clan urges that they have lost trust in lodito kaka [clan elders] and lodito mutegi [elders in general] because
they always favour those who have money.”
45
In the seven researched clans in Paimol, unlike elsewhere, “the Rwot Okoro does not necessarily manage land
but works with women [in more general ways].”
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What portion(s) of land do Rwodi Kweri help manage and how is it determined?
All land within a village location which members cultivate is where their power covers.
Role of Rwodi Okoro?
 They are elderly women only who cultivate land together with other women.
 They encourage women to work hard in the gardens. They weed together and
ensure that women have food in the granaries.
 They handle all issues relating to women.
 They are witnesses on cultivated land boundaries in case of conflict since they
know who cultivates which land.
 They mediate and are also trustees on land.
 They provide guidance, counseling, and advice.
 They control portions of cultivated land at the village level.
 Mobilize women for cultivation.
How are Rwodi Okoro chosen?
Through village meetings in which community nominate names of elderly but strong
women and people vote accordingly.
What portion(s) of land do Rwodi Okoro help manage and how is this determined?
Land that is cultivated and at village level.
In addition, all clans made reference to at least annual clan meetings, with smaller clan
meetings at lower levels as well (especially important in the clans that organize their land
at the sub-clan or extended family level). Tool 2 FGDs also often noted the existence of
clan committee structures, and an impressive 33 of the 46 researched clans (71.6%)
reported that they had written constitutions.46 And when respondents described each of
these types of organization – whether meetings, committees, or constitutions – they often
specifically noted that women (or senior women), youths, people with disabilities, and
other vulnerable groups were represented and/or that their roles and rights were to be
respected.47
4) Crucially, in none of the 46 clan land-holding groups is land “ownership” typically
depicted as existing at an individuated level. Neither individual men nor individual
women “own” rural customary land in Acholi.
This includes even male members of the patrilineal clan in which that clan’s land is vested
or to which it belongs. This is also the case whether a clan’s customary land is

46

Those with written constitutions included all 5 Alokolum clans, all 7 Koyo clans, all 7 Paicho clans (with 4 at
the level of the entire clan – Purogo, Pakwelo-Pakecha, Ali-Ikat and Pawatomero – and 3 at the sub-clan level –
Angaya, Pucen, and Kal umu); 5 of 7 Orom clans (Pabala, Pamolo, Kopii, Kamuria, and Kalak); and 2 of 7 Poyamo
clans (Pobira and Pobutu). It is worth noting here the argument of the Kalomoru and Pajong clans in Orom about
why they do not have a constitution: “they still trust their elders who have good knowledge of memory and [are
the only counsellors in the clan who always speak the truth. And they also brought out the issue of knowledge
and skills which they do not have to write the constitution for their clans.”
47

It should be noted, however, that one respondent in Paicho said that “the provisions in the constitution
[regarding women] are not really followed or Implemented and most women do not know much about them.
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conceptualized, organized, and managed at the broader clan level, or at a more restricted
sub-clan or extended family level.48
5) Project research does, however, provide many examples of ways in which women
have access and other rights to customary clan land, as well as roles in land
organization and management.
This was indicated in the general FGDs in all of the clans in the research sample. The
specific ways in which these rights and roles play out vary considerably, depending upon
multiple factors. These include, among many others, the effectiveness, fairness, and
moral authority of the clan leadership of the particular clan in question, a woman’s marital
or other social roles, perceptions of her character and potential contributions she might
make to the clan, and the extent to which she is known and embedded in the clan (for
example, through birth, marriage, and/or the maintenance of regular contact and
participation over time). But whatever the details surrounding women’s access, rights,
and roles in any particular place and context, they are affected by both deep historical
notions and modern conceptions of women’s place in society.
Most basically, as already noted, customary communal land in Acholi is patrilineal, named
after a patrilineal ancestor and belonging to that patrilineal kin group. Thus, women have
various access and user rights – on the clan land of their husband if married, or on the
land of their birth clan in various circumstances – they do not directly inherit clan-based
land.
However, within this patrilineal system are many elements and subtleties that can – and
typically do – ensure that women have access and user rights, and that also empowers
them in various decision-making processes over land – on the clan land of their husband
if married, or on the land of their birth clan in other circumstances.
First, as noted above under Key Finding 3, female Rwodi Okoro exist in nearly all clans in
the research sample – usually an agricultural organizer role, alongside that of the maleheld Rwodi Kweri 49 – and they are also usually very active in mediating land issues. As
reported in the Tool 2 FGDs in Poyamo, for example, the role of Rwodi Okoro is to
“encourage women to work hard in the gardens . . . and ensure that women have food in
the granaries.” They are also “witnesses on land boundaries . . . since they know who
cultivates which land and the crop to be grown,” and are as well involved in “mediation
where there are land disputes.”
Secondly, in the majority of researched clans where land committees exist, women (as
well as other special interest groups – hold positions within the committees. To cite the
48

Indeed, there is no direct or precise way to translate “ownership” or “to own” into Acholi Luo. In his classic
study of the Acholi language (1938), J.P. Crazzolara does not translate the infinitive “to own” anywhere in the
text. Won (pl. wegi) is often translated as “owner,” but its meaning in context is usually better translated as
“father,” “founder,” or “person responsible for.” Thanks to Father Joseph Okumu for his assistance and insights
on this matter.
49

In Pamwoma in Atiak chiefdom they had previously elected a female Rwot Kweri, but this is exceptional.
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Poyamo example again, all selected clans have women representatives who “report issues
affecting them to the clan and who can work on these issues since they are part of the
clan.” Furthermore, Poyamo land-holding groups said that mediation on land and other
matters is carried out by both men and women, with both providing “counselling and
guidance” by encouraging “dialogue to solve the disputes that arise.” Both men and
women also contribute in instances, if they cannot be avoided, where “there is a need for
court proceedings.”
Thirdly, in some clans, such as in Koyo, Paimol, and Orom, FGDs included explicit
assertions that women are considered to hold “equal rights to access land, just as men
do.” A woman in Koyo, for example, “who joins a family by way of marriage becomes part
of the clan and is protected by the clan in the event of any dispute relating to land and
other matters.” In Orom, “all the women who have been brought to the clan as wives and
have produced children to that kaka have full respect and [the] right to have access to the
usage of the land.” It was stated in Paicho that women “can be ‘owners’ or [more
accurately] trustees of land if they become widows and when there is no other person to
play that role.”50
And in Paimol, a widow in the Kudeng clan FGD explained that land does in effect belong
to women as much as men, as when women have been “officially married” they are then
clan members, with an equal “share” as any other clan members, including men. Kwala
clan FGD participants added that even when a woman becomes a widow, her land holding
is respected. Moreover, they added, when any committee is set up to discuss customary
land, a woman will always be elected as vice-chairperson. And the Kicok FGD indicated
that land belongs to women just as much as men because women produce future
generations for the clan (by giving birth), and therefore the clan needs to ensure their
survival, which includes ensuring that women get access and rights to use the land.
Fourthly, male Rwodi Kweri are key figures in the organization and management of land
in the clans, and the general sense conveyed in FGDs is that they are typically trusted and
seen as having a good influence on fair decision making, including decisions affecting
women. According to the Special Interest Group FGDs in Poyamo, for example, when
women and other vulnerable groups, including people with disabilities, have “any issue
concerning customary land that needs to be addressed, it is channelled through them [the
Rwodi Kweri].” In an Orom FGD, an elderly woman stated that the first step that always
works best for them in cases involving an (internal) land struggle over boundaries is going
to the Rwot Kweri, and that he will then call a meeting in which the problem can usually
be resolved in the “garden” where the problem originated. Another person in Orom said
that youth are normally “mobilized by the Rwot Kweri to give help to the vulnerable people
especially during times of preparation and cultivation of the soil.”

50

There are caveats, however, on the role of women in Paicho with respect to land. In all seven researched
clans, whether women's voices are heard within the kaka is dependent on the issues that are being discussed,
with women's voices considered most relevant on issues relating to land conflict and the witnessing of land
boundaries. And In the Pakwelo Pakecha and Pucen clans it was acknowledged that: “Most times their [women's]
views are respected, with support from their husbands in the case of married women. . . . All groups of people
can voice . . . their concerns but the decision will [ultimately] be made by the men.”
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Lastly, again as noted above, many clans have written constitutions that specify the rights
of women and reflect the constitution of the Republic of Uganda. In the researched clans
in Orom, for example, all the identified special interest groups (including women) actively
participate in clan meetings, by giving their views on any land related issues and
commenting on their access and rights to use land. “Their right to use land in Orom should
always be respected” according to research participants, “as it is stated in the constitution
of the clan[s].”
6) Conversely, Project research also documented numerous examples of women – and
others – having been denied access or other rights widely acknowledged as properly
theirs.
The special interest FGDs guided by Research Tool 3 were especially helpful in this regard,
although responses to Tool 2 were also informative. The persons – or categories of
persons – so affected include some widows, some divorced or separated women,
unmarried adult females, people from outside the clan who live and farm on clan land
(such as in-laws or friends, often referred to as “guests”), and people with disabilities.
When comparing the examples reported of women and other special interest groups
being denied access to land or other rights across the FGDs in all seven chiefdoms, there
was a strong correlation between higher instances of these problems when (i) the person
in question was long absent or otherwise not strongly connected with the local clan, and
(ii) when the clan organizes and manages land primarily at the extended family or subclan level. These clans are concentrated in Alokolum, Atiak, and Paicho.
In Alokolum, for example, while respondents claimed that all women have user rights,
“married women are given priority even in clan meetings and land issues.” And widows
are especially vulnerable in all clans, with some participants stating that widows don’t
have land rights at all, although some add that they can use the land of their children, who
have been born into the clan. But it was acknowledged that the situation “is worse with
widows who don’t have children. They may end up renting plots from neighbours.” More
generally, women in the chiefdom claimed that widows’ land in all the clans is often being
taken away by their in-laws or neighbours. It was also claimed that divorced women “don’t
have rights . . . because they assume she can still go somewhere and get married.” And
while it was stated that females born into the clan have rights to use land that belonged
to their parents, with female orphans “in most cases if they don’t have brothers, their land
is taken away by their uncles.” And in the Todora clan, returnee mothers are reportedly
not being given land because their “brothers have become greedy and they have sold most
of their land.” Finally, it was stated that in-laws and friends have no rights or no voice on
land matters; they “only use what has been given to them.”
Atiak respondents essentially echoed those in Alokolum with respect to divorced women:
they do not have rights “because she now does not belong here”; though it was then
added: “if she has children, the children have rights and she can stay under their
protection.” Nieces and nephews, in-laws, and friends have rights to use and manage
land, but they “cannot participate in pertinent decision making.”
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And in Paicho, for example, with 5 of the 7 researched clans organized at the sub-clan
level, women seem more vulnerable than in many of the other chiefdoms. In the Ali-Ikat
clan, for example, an old woman attending an Ali-ikat FGD said that when she complained
about her land being taken from her, nobody helped her and access to that land was lost,
without any redress. Furthermore, both male and female LRA returnees to Paicho
complained that they were “threatened and told that there is no land for them,” and said
that “no rights to land have been given to them.”
In addition, there is an eclectic mix of examples from Tool 2 FGDs across the research
sample of other instances of vulnerable people being denied rights or having rights
limited. These included:
 people with disabilities who alleged denial of access to land and trespass onto their
land due to their vulnerability;
 unmarried women who believed that they do not have a say on land issues, that
the clans view them as temporary residents, that “they feel very insecure,” and
that “they are allocated smaller portions of land”;
 widows who alleged trespass onto their land and threatened eviction;
 some orphans who live under the care of their uncles and alleged that they have
little land, and when they come of age their uncles often allocate only a small
portion of their deceased father’s land to them;
 a number of women who returned home to their birth clan following a divorce and
alleged that they were also allocated a smaller portion of land; and
 young women who complained that they are denied leadership because they are
viewed as people who may not stay within the clan permanently; decision-making
positions are only given, they said, to the more senior women (in Koyo, for
example, a woman must be at least 45 years old before she can hold a position of
responsibility).
And with respect to limits (rather than denial) to access and rights, respondents in even
the most accommodating clans researched – in Koyo, Orom, Paimol, and Poyamo –
indicated that while widows, divorced women, both male and female orphans, in-laws,
and nephews all have access and user rights, and sometimes other rights as well, these
are almost always circumscribed by various limits.
To end discussion of this key finding, it needs to be reiterated that in many of the Tool 2
FGDs it was emphasized that the needs of special interest groups, including women in
various categories, are being successfully accommodated, with a fair and equitable
distribution of land access and use, and even sometimes additional support for those who
need it.
7) Similarly, research findings show that “guests” – however vulnerable they sometimes
are – and have been peacefully accommodated in every one of the 46 clans in the
research sample.
There are difficulties in providing specifics, including numbers, because Research Tool 2
did not adequately distinguish between “guests” who had acquired customary, communal
ngom kwaro land of their own, within the (original) host’s land, and the much more typical
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instances where individual and group guests have only access and user rights to their
hosts’ land on which they are settled. However, the successful accommodation of such
guests is made clear in the clan-based FGDs in every chiefdom in the research sample.
During key informant interviews Okidi Justine, Ladit kaka of Loka in Paimol Sub County,
said that:
“A respectful and well behaved guest like Ladit Opoto Ikeno (nickname) has stayed for a
long time with us here, has become part of Kaka Loka and has greater rights to land given
to him, no one disturbs him”.
In Koyo a key respondent Muzee Owor Karlo, a 95yrs old residing in Pagol clan but born
in the Labwor clan noted:
“I am from Labwor clan. I came to Pagol clan as a young child-nephew (Okeyu) long ago.
All the grandparents who took care of me died and I am the only one left as an elder in
Pagol clan. I help to mediate land cases and give opinion and I have my land which I have
utilized for a long time without any interference. I am now like a member of Pagol clan
and Pagol people respect me as their father now”.
8) In addition, 38 of the 46 researched clans also identified examples of members of their
localized clan who were peacefully settled and accessing customary land in other
locations.
This was sometimes as guests on others’ customary land, sometimes as clans in their own
right on their own customary clan land. This was the case with all 5 researched clans in
Alokolum; 2 of the 6 in Atiak (Pamwoma and Parwaca); all 7 in Koyo, Orom, and Paimol,
respectively (some in as many as 7 or 8 different locations); 6 of 7 researched clans in
Paicho (all except Pucen); and 4 of 7 in Poyamo (Pobutu, Pobira, Locimidik, and Lotuku).
9) In at least two chiefdoms, clans in the research sample have branches elsewhere with
their own clan land, and have inclusive clan associations and sometimes written clan
constitutions.
The only two chiefdoms where this was explicitly discussed in the Tool 2 FGDs were Koyo
and Orom. The existence there of these constitutions and associations suggests a
promising avenue for follow-up research: first in order to explore with these clans details
about when these bodies were formed, the bases on which they are constituted and how
they function, as well as attempting to access any related documentation; secondly, to
enquire specifically in the other researched clans – or clans investigated in any subsequent
research – about such associations and constitutions.
10) Initial chiefdom-level FGDs in each site identified land disputes, both resolved and
ongoing, but did not convey the sense that these disputes currently pose critical threats
or extensive disruption.
The types of conflicts most commonly cited were internal clan and household boundary
and trespass issues, with a smaller number of boundary conflicts with neighbouring
chiefdoms and (in Alokolum) with Murchison National Park. Only one chiefdom reported
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any deaths as a result of land disputes, though five indicated acts of violence. As noted
immediately above, discussion of these disputes did not convey immediate or extensive
concern.
The numbers of disputes, levels of violence, and the success of conflict resolution varied
greatly from chiefdom-to-chiefdom, with no discernible pattern apparent. What was clear,
however, is that across all the chiefdoms, whatever the rate of resolution, the actors most
successful in resolving conflict are local traditional leaders, with only occasional
involvement from local council leadership and no reported successful resolutions achieved
at higher levels or through the formal legal system.51
This is indicated in Table 6 below.

Table 6: Land Disputes Reported in Chiefdom-Level FGDs

Chiefdom

Alokolum

Atiak

Koyo

Orom

Paicho

Paimol

Poyamo

Number of
Disputes?

10

7

3

10

14

10

8

Majority
Type of
Disputes?

Internal
boundary
conflicts

Internal
boundary
conflicts/
Trespass

Boundary
conflicts with
other
chiefdoms

Internal
boundary
conflicts

Internal
boundary
conflicts

Internal
boundary
conflicts

Conflicts
between
clans

Extent of
Violence?

1 act of
violence

5 acts of
violence

4 acts of
violence

None

None

4 acts of
violence

3 deaths and
12 acts of
violence

% resolved?

10%

43%

100%

80%

36%

50%; also
40% pending,
not yet
resolved; 10%
not resolved

50%

How/ Who
resolved?

Cultural
Leaders

Not
specified

Rwot moo/
elders from
chiefdoms/
Ker Kwaro

Cultural
Leaders,
through
mediation

Cultural
Leaders/
doggola
kaka

Rwot moo/
Cultural
Rwodi
Leaders/
Kweri/
doggola
Opinion
kaka/
Leaders/
others
Elders/ Land within clan
Committee/
LC2

51

And surprisingly, there are no reported mention of NGOs, faith-based organizations, or religious leaders
providing successful land dispute resolution assistance.
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Although dispute resolution rates for the identified disputes were not especially high
overall (29 of 62, or 47%),52 the prominent role played by local cultural leaders in the cases
that have been successfully resolved was reinforced by the participants; for example,
during the Orom chiefdom FGD one person observed: “The only opportunity we are
seeing at the moment which is working and helping the community in land conflict
resolution is the use of mediation teams comprising of the Rwot Moo, Rwodi Kweri, Rwodi
Okoro, elders and the sub-county land committee.”
Despite the positive role of cultural leaders noted just above – and in many other aspects
of the research – the chiefdom-level FGDs also elicited harsh criticism of some of these
same leaders, which seemed almost as great a concern as the disputes themselves.
Although no basis exists to judge the extent of the problem, complaints about local leaders
being involved in corruption and bribery were common, as was specific disquiet expressed
in every chiefdom that clan heads “do not always speak the truth” during mediation, and
that “elders are not seen as truthful on land boundary issues, speaking in favour of those
with money.” In one chiefdom “nepotism” was also suggested as a reason why conflicts
there were not resolved faster and more fairly. And in a majority of chiefdoms the lack of
community respect for and trust in the Rwot and other cultural leaders during mediation,
and many youths' failure to listen to elders' advice were cited as problems.

52

Although if the resolution rates in the two chiefdoms – Alokolum and Paicho – with the lowest rates are
excluded, the resolution rates in the remaining 5 chiefdoms in the research sample are 23 of 38 disputes, or
60.5%.
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11) Whatever the prevalence of disputes, the rate of resolution, or extent of concern, FGDs
indicate a widely-held opinion that land disputes are best dealt with at the local level,
utilizing both cultural and other local leadership, and not in the formal legal system.53
The effective operation of customary communal land – where land and resources are
shared for communal tasks such as shifting agriculture, harvesting, grazing, and
performing various rituals – is highly dependent on a cohesive community. In this respect
any disputes that threaten social harmony and community cohesiveness, including land
disputes within clans or between clans with established social relationships, are of deep
concern to the communities involved.
Because of this, there are sophisticated systems at the clan (and often sub-clan) level to
address conflict. Even in Paicho, which has the highest percentage of unresolved land
conflict in the research sample (64% of land disputes identified at the chiefdom-level are
unresolved and ongoing), only after the internal clan mechanisms are exhausted will the
parties resort to the LC1 and then the Courts. And each of the clans in Poyamo make
every effort to resolve disputes internally, taking such cases first to the Rwodi Kweri and
then, if still not solved, to the Rwot Moo, before it is taken to the court.
Even more of an effort is made in Koyo, Orom, and Paimol to limit land disputes and
attempt to resolve them with local clan and chiefdom institutions and procedures, using
Rwodi Kweri, Rwodi Okoro, clan elders and clan heads, and (if disputes are not resolved at
these lower levels), the Rwodi Moo as well. In all these chiefdoms, one of the important
ways in which disputes over land are reduced is the system of allocating land at the clan
level – using Rwodi Kweri, Rwodi Okoro, clan elders, and clan heads – making a committed
effort to base that allocation upon the particular needs of all those present on the land
with recognized access and other rights, including those such as widows, guests, and other
vulnerable people who otherwise might be excluded from accessing land.
The wide-spread reluctance in the chiefdoms and clan land-holding groups in the research
sample to have the formal legal system involved in land disputes was expressed by such
characterizations of that system as “corrupt,” “expensive,” “unjust,” and “favouring the
rich and powerful.”54 Participants in the Orom chiefdom meeting, for example, stated
that: “Some people in other clans within Orom who seem to have enough money . . .
because they have resources . . . prefer [the] court of which at the end they buy and the
poor man's land is taken and this is creating a lot of enmity.”
This negative view of the performance of the formal legal system in resolving land cases is
well founded, even disregarding any biases or exaggerations expressed by respondents in
53

This same general picture emerged in a comprehensive investigation of rural land disputes across Acholi from
late 2011 to late 2012, with information collected in two rounds of research at parish level – Hopwood &
Atkinson (2013). The second of these captured land dispute data from 287 of the then-305 rural parishes, in 61
of the 62 sub-counties in Acholi. Together the two rounds of research indicated that land disputes were actually
declining over the period investigated, with slightly more than half of all land disputes reported at parish level
being resolved within approximately six months. This report, plus related interactive maps can be accessed
online at www.lcmt.org.
54

This was also the finding in ibid.
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the paragraph above, as the following quotation laying out land-case statistics from the
highest-level court in Acholi makes tellingly clear:
Figures from the Gulu Chief Magistrates Court from the first quarter 2015
reported that there were 507 land cases carried over from previous years
– civil claims, appeals, miscellaneous, and mediations. 44 new cases were
registered that quarter. Only 2 cases were “completed”. But were they
“solved”; were they accepted by the parties involved; were the Court’s
decisions fair or corrupt? In any case, having started the 2015 year with
507 land cases, there were 549 carried over to the second quarter, a
resolution rate (if the cases were actually resolved) of 0.36%.55
12) Not only land disputes, but land access for vulnerable individuals and groups, was noted
as an ongoing concern not always dealt with well by local clan leadership, as indicated
especially in some Tool 3 Special Interest Group meetings.
Such concerns include (many of which have also been noted under Key Finding 6 above):

55

i.

Married women whose bride price has not been paid and unmarried women
treated “as temporary,” who “can go away at any time.” Thus in Koyo, while such
women can in general access land, the “protection” of their rights is weaker than
a married woman whose bride price has been paid. And in some clans in Orom,
married women whose bride price has not been paid will be refused burial until it
has been.

ii.

Divorced and separated women without children. In Paicho it was reported that
such a woman “will have no rights to access land because there is no connection
to the family and there is a possibility of her leaving.”

iii.

Returnee mothers, who while having “birth rights” to clan land, will often
encounter problems on their return. And even when they can access land, they
generally will only be offered about 3–4 acres by their brothers or uncles, based
on the number of children they have.

iv.

Orphans, especially female orphans without any brothers, who, it was indicated,
are frequently in serious danger of having land to which they should have access
taken from them by other family members. In Atiak, it was reported that the
treatment of orphans generally depends on dynamics within the family and “how
greedy the uncles are.”

v.

And unmarried mothers and their children appear to be especially vulnerable in
many clans and chiefdoms, as they are often claimed to have no automatic rights
at all to access and use clan land.

Hopwood (forthcoming).
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13) On a similar note, some Tool 2 and Tool 3 FGDs reiterated concerns about the
effectiveness, impartiality, and fairness of some elders and cultural leaders with respect
to more than land.
For example, in one Atiak clan it was reported that a blind clan member with an aged
mother had their land taken from them, and the clan lodito kaka and lodito mutegu have
done nothing to help, and the case has been taken to the sub-county court.
In Koyo, the small Lamogi clan, comprised of only about 15 households, complained that
the majority of other Koyo clans, including Koyo kal, continue to regard them as visitors
(or guests), even though they have recognized ngom kwaro clan land. Even when they
report cases to elders in the other Koyo clans (again including Koyo kal and the Rwot
Moo), they are always ignored and matters involving them are not handled impartially.
In Paicho and Paimol, Tool 1 FGDs reported that corruption by and the bribery of leaders
as a concern at chiefdom level. In all the selected chiefdoms, FGDs included concerns by
some participants that clan heads and other clan leaders don't always speak the truth
during mediation, and that “elders are not seen as truthful on land boundary issues,
speaking in favour of those with money,” while “nepotism” was suggested as a factor in
Paicho as a reason why land and other conflicts are not resolved fairly and faster.
Expressing concern in the opposite direction, in some FGDs in Paicho and Poyamo
complaints were aired that the lack of community respect and trust on the part of some
in those chiefdoms for the Rwot and other cultural leaders during mediation, and the
youths' failure to listen to elders' advice, contributed to problems in resolving land and
other disputes in those chiefdoms.
Neither of these last two issues appear to present a problem in Paimol (except for the
small Karuge clan who – in contrast to the general positive sentiment in the chiefdom –
claim that the Rwot is corrupt). The widely expressed sentiment in Paimol was that the
role played by the Rwodi Kweri in particular, and the process that they must go through
to be selected for that position, reassured many FGD participants that decision-making
power is exercised fairly in all the researched clans.
14) Whatever the concerns about the formal legal system or local cultural leadership, when
clans were asked about “registering” their land as one way to better secure and protect
it, almost 90% of respondents polled in 6 of the 7 chiefdoms where data was obtained
supported the idea: 1,063 in favour, 137 against.56

56

It needs to be noted, however, that there is no simple, direct way in Acholi Luo to phrase the question of
“registering” or “registration” of customary clan land. One example of how this was done, in the Paicho
chiefdom was “Tam we tye ni ngo lok kom cono ngom kwaro wu?” A direct translation of this question is “What
is your idea about writing down [or documenting] your ancestral land?”
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In Atiak, those polled on this issue in all 6 clans supported registration; in 5 of these clans
the respondents were unanimously in favour; in the 6th clan (Pacilo) the favourable tally
was 2:1 in favour. The overall Atiak polling was 170 out of 176 in favour (96.5%).
Koyo polling was more divided. In 4 clans (Pajar, Palabek, Lamogi, and Paiula), the
sentiment for registration was unanimously favoured. In 1 other (Pagol) there was a
narrow 16-14 vote in favour; in another close poll, Koyo clan respondents recorded a
narrow vote against registration, 19-15; and in the 7th clan (Lukaci) respondents were
strongly opposed, with only 4 votes in favour vs. 19 against. Despite such wide-ranging
difference between clans, the overall level of support for registration in Koyo was strong
overall, with 132 out of 184 supporting registration (71.7%).
The poll on registration in Orom was more consistent across clans, but favourable to the
same degree as in Koyo. In 6 or the 7 Orom clans, the vote of those polled was at least
2:1 in favour (and in one clan, Kilak, unanimous, 30:0); conversely, the Kalumoru clan poll
was unanimously against (0:29). Overall the Orom poll was 145 out of 202 in favour of
registration (72%).
The Paicho poll on registration was similar to Orom’s, with 6 of 7 clans voting in favour (3
by large margins – Pakwelo, Pakecha, Purogo, and Pucen; 3 by more narrow ones – Angaya,
Ali-Ikat, and Kal-Umu). As in Orom, only 1 clan was against registration (Pawatomero), by
a negative 22:2 against. Overall the Paicho polling on registration was 171 for, 86 against
(or 171 of 257 in favour, 66.5%).
In Paimol support was unanimous among all focus group participants who expressed an
opinion, across the 7 researched clans. The overall poll was 190 out of 190 (100%) in
favour of registration.
The Poyamo vote was almost nearly as strong in favour, with focus group participants in
every clan saying that they were in favour of registration by at least a 3:1 margin (and in
two clans, Pobira and Lotuku, unanimously so). The final tally was 175 out of 191 in favour
(91.6).
Unfortunately, no direct polling figures are available from Alokolum, but comments
included in the Tool 2 report indicate that only 1 clan (Okullu) was clearly against, though
it appears that respondents there thought that registration meant only freehold
registration, which was why they were opposed. In the other 4 Alokolum clans, there
were sentiments expressed that might favour registration, but also unanswered questions
that made it impossible to know the overall sentiment in these clans.
Thus, the overall polling figures from the 6 of 7 chiefdoms where they were obtained were
1,063 in favour, 137 against (or 1,063 out of 1,200, 88.6%).
15) This wide-spread support for “registration” – whether at the entire clan or extended
family level – needs to be qualified by the groups’ almost total uncertainty about how
such registration might be done, what it might mean, and what form it might take.
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This uncertainty, however explicitly expressed or implicitly suggested in the Tool 2 FGDs,
is perfectly reasonable given the complex and unclear consequences that would follow
from bringing customary land into the formal/legal system through a registration process.
16) Even with this uncertainty, clans supporting the idea of registration indicated that it
should be undertaken only with their input and support, and carried out on a basis that
reflects the way in which they conceive, organize, and manage their particular
customary land.
For most, as already noted, this meant that most endorsed registration which would
incorporate their entire customary clan land. Alternatively, most FGDs in the same
minority of clans noted in Key Finding 2 above indicated a preference for any registration
to be done at the sub-clan or extended family level only.
As long as conceptualized in the above manner, common additional reasons given for
supporting registration included the following:
 it would protect their land from being grabbed;
 the clans (or sub-clans, extended families) in whose name the land was
registered would have conclusive rights compared to leaving it as customary
land;
 it would be easier and more secure to use the land for any form of
development;
 it would prevent land disputes and conflicts;
 Government would recognize their land rights, even in court; and
 they would then be able to acquire loans from banks. (even if this also poses
great risks)
17) Uncertainty over what registration of land would mean also factored into those who

expressed concerns about and/or opposition to registration, including.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

Government may “grab” or “heavily tax” registered land;
“registration is very expensive and only favours the rich against the poor;
“the rich can grab and then sell land that is registered;”
they have never been sensitized about registration of land, including
unanswered questions and concerns about “in whose name” land would
be registered;
fear that “registration is a plan by the government to grab all registered
land,” and concern about losing control of their land, and thus their
livelihood and homes;
“registration of land brings a lot of confusion and they want to continue
in customary way which they understand well”;
“we trust our elders” and do not wish to weaken the present order;
In some clans, there was a strong view against registration because it
would be difficult to register their customary land-holding because it is
scattered;
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ix.

and some other clans felt that registration “cannot happen because they
have no money for registration,” and because they are “not aware of the
requirements which are needed to register ngom kwaro.”

18) Not surprisingly, therefore, whether supportive of or opposed to registration, almost all
the researched clans expressed a strong desire for information sharing so that people
might understand the process of registration and learn pros and cons of doing so or not.
This clearly expressed desire indicates an obvious and crucially important task for any
follow-up work to the Pilot Project, which would also certainly include utilizing the
findings and recommendations of this project’s legal component.
19) In addition to the overwhelmingly favourable support for registration, respondents in
all the selected chiefdoms expressed a strongly positive view towards “development” –
as long as the local community had a voice in the process and derived community
benefits.
The most common form of development for which customary land has been given by
the clans themselves is government-led social development: for schools, health
centres, and markets (in all selected chiefdoms); for churches and new roads (in 6 of 7
chiefdoms); in one chiefdom land given for a railway line; and in two others for a
playground. There are a select number of land gifts for other purposes, but none of
the chiefdoms or their constituent clans in the research sample has given land for a
factory or any other industrial use (see Table 7).
Table 7: Customary Land Given for Development Purposes
Development
Type

Alokulum

Atiak

Koyo

Paicho

Paimol

Poyamo

Orom

New Roads

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Railway Line

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Health Centre

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Schools

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Church

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Market

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Factory/
No
Industrial Park

No

No

No

No

No

No

Playground

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Other

Yes, game
Park

Yes,
commercial
charcoal
burning

Yes, subcounty
Office

No

Yes, subYes, police
county office, station, army
army barracks barracks
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No

In all the chiefdom areas, the national development activity was “initiated by the sons of
the “Ker Kal” (that is, members of the clan and chiefdom itself), suggesting that chiefdoms
and clans are embracing the limited development opportunities offered.
A few quotes from some of the chiefdoms on how they organised the handover of land for
development opportunities illustrate this:






In Koyo chiefdom, “the households with land in the same location gathered with
support and advice from the Rwot Moo.” The households then “offered to give a
piece of their land for free, especially for sub-county offices, schools, churches, in
order to support government and also promote development.”
In Poyamo, “the sons of the Ker Kal, after being consulted by the institution or
developer, sit together with the elders and members of the clan and negotiate the
terms and conditions of the land giveaway and if agreed then a portion of the land
will be given to that particular developer. Afterwards the ladit kaka will report to
the Rwot.”
And in Paimol, the focus group indicated that “the community needed services like
health and schools. Collectively they voiced their concerns to the local authority
and it was responded to, they then willingly offered land for the development.

When asked if the land being used for development remains chiefdom land, all but one
of the chiefdoms (Koyo was the exception) said that in their view, the land used for
development does not remain chiefdom land. Thus, the Government, churches, and
investors are considered the new owners in the great majority of cases and are thus
deemed in control of the land and responsible for its management.
However, while it can be concluded that both individual clans and broader chiefdoms are
anxious to engage with market activities, improve living conditions, and address poverty
for the benefit of the communal group, only in Orom57 have people implemented any
commercial activities.
Overall, FGDs across the clans ranked the following commercial activities as most
desirable, in order:






Mechanised – also called “modern” – farming, which was named in all clans. This
included the cultivation of cash crops such as sugar cane, bananas, and others
whose surpluses can be sold. To facilitate this (which the overwhelming majority
of clans believe should be organised communally) many clans suggested the
setting up of co-operative farming groups. In addition, there was a request for
Government support to cover the cost of tractors or, failing that, oxen and oxploughs.
Cattle raising.
Tree planting.
Brick burning.

57

In Orom they have started animal raising, regulated charcoal burning, tree planting and even in Pamolo clan,
their own sugar cane plantation.
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Regulated charcoal burning – as opposed to the current unregulated and illegal,
but sadly widespread, charcoal burning, mostly by outside investors or traders,
which was strongly opposed.

In the majority of chiefdoms, some commercial activities have been initiated by outsiders
(including charcoal burning, brick burning, sand and quarry mining). In no cases, however,
has the wider community benefited in any meaningful way from these activities.
Consequently, there are varying levels of resentment of to these undertakings, and
attempts in 6 of the 7 chiefdoms to prevent land sales to such outsiders.58
20) Finally, in many ways this summary list of key findings suggests something both striking
and important about customary land in Acholi, and by extension about contemporary
Acholi society and culture.
It has been less than a decade since the end of the vicious twenty-year war centred in Acholi,
during which the vast majority were displaced off their land and into internally displaced
persons’ camps for periods ranging from five or six to more than ten years. The Acholi subregion remains one of the poorest (and least well serviced) parts of Uganda, with major
economic and social ills and problems.
Still – and this deserves to be in bold-face type – in less than ten years, as the findings of this
research suggest, most Acholi have returned, resettled, and are currently utilizing clanbased land on which they have recognized customary rights – at least in the groups included
in the research sample, and to at least some degree successfully. In a remarkably short
time, moreover, this customary land has been largely reconstituted, organized, and
managed along lines that embody principles and practices that are both long-established
and broadly accepted.

58

Unfortunately – but understandably given the extent of land involved and sensitivity of the issue – the
researchers in Atiak could not pursue questioning with respect to the large tract of Atiak land noted above that
has been leased for sugar cane production currently facing legal challenges.
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5. Recommendations
1) Disseminate research findings. Share as widely as possible both the field-research and
legal-research findings in Uganda and internationally, with the explicit caveat that this is
Pilot Project research. This is important first and foremost with the chiefdoms and clans
where research was carried out, but also among an array of other stakeholders – including
the members of the Joint Acholi Sub-region Leaders’ Forum, the Acholi district
administrations, the Ministry of Lands, land practitioners and experts, NGOs working on
land matters, academics, think tanks, the World Bank, development partners/donors and
various UN and development agencies.
2) Boundary demarcation. Along with land registration, the positive response from the vast
majority clans in the research sample to this topic provided some of the most important
Key Findings from Pilot Project research (and was an important aspect of the legal
research findings as well). To do boundary demarcation would require considerable
preparation and training of researchers, but could begin with pilot boundary marking with
select landholding groups from the first phase of the project, and could then be extended
to new areas as the research expands. During this phase, the project would identify the
clans best to first work with, test the practicalities of GPS mapping and explore the best
ways to involve local communities. Neighbouring land-holding groups would need to
agree on mutual boundaries, and on marking them. They could then walk the boundaries
with GPS devices, accompanied by representative groups from both sides of the
respective boundaries (e.g., clan heads and elders, rwodi kweri and rwodi okoro, senior
and/or other respected women, and youth).
3) Registration. A strong majority – nearly 90% of those polled in 6 of the 7 chiefdoms in
the Pilot Project – supported the idea of registering their land as one way to better secure
and protect it. If funding becomes available for ongoing research, responding to this
expressed desire will need to be a priority, although it will need to be thought through
very carefully before proceeding. Utilizing the legal research component of the Pilot
Project, field researchers would ideally present legal options to communities, clearly
outlining the pros and cons for them to select what they see as the best option for
them. Investigation of all options must explore ways to mitigate the risk of “elite capture,”
and will need to have support from the Ministry of Lands if the registration options are to
provide a viable legal option for communities.
4) Ministry of Lands. Uganda is one of the few countries in Africa which explicitly
recognizes customary land in national land policy. Yet despite this constitutional
recognition there has been, and remains, minimal funding to the Ministry of Lands –
currently less than 1% of the total Ugandan Government public spending. An
enhancement of this very low existing budget would lead to a greater capacity in the
Ministry, some of which could be dedicated to achieving a fuller understanding of the
many customary land systems in Uganda, strengthening traditional land management
and administration institutions, and clarifying these developments in law. All of this is
proposed by both the Ministry’s National Land Policy (2013), especially sections on pp.
13-19, and it’s Implementation Action Plan (2015), especially Annex 1, p. 9 and Annex 2,
p. 14. This latter identifies proposals that specifically include undertaking a feasibility
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study on establishing customary land registries over the next three years and then
designing, implementing, and reviewing pilot studies over the next 4-10 years on
communal land rights and customary tenure rules in Acholi, Lango, and Teso. We
strongly urge the Ministry to look closely at the findings of this Pilot Project and any
subsequent follow-up research as essential contributions to the proposals in their two
National Land Policy documents, and then to work together with the leadership in Acholi
towards the shared goals of systematic registration of customary communal land.
5) Field researcher training. To be practical and economically feasible, any communal land
boundary marking will require the field researchers involved in the process to be trained
in using mobile GPS devices and baseline images required to produce boundary maps, as
well as in how such demarcation would need to be carried out in the field. To this end we
recommend approaching the Ministry of Lands (or one of their partners from their
boundary mapping and registration project in Kasese) to participate in this training (and
perhaps beyond). It might even be possible to access the tablets used in Kasese for use in
this research in Acholi if they are available from the Ministry.
6) More basic field research. In addition to pursuing both participatory research and
practical outcomes derived from this research in the ways noted above, it would also be
essential – if funding is available – to extend research to chiefdoms not included in the
Pilot Project. As the pilot research unfolded it became clear that this must be considered
a first stage only, that a greater comprehensiveness is required to include as many other
chiefdoms as possible, both because practice and customs vary so much between
chiefdoms/clans, and because chiefdoms not part of the original research have expressed
a desire to now be included. Scaling up the research to include clans and chiefdoms not
in phase one could contribute to strengthening not only the particular chiefdoms involved
but Acholi – and its cultural institution Ker Kwaro Acholi – in general.
7) Broader benefits of further field research. If follow-up research can be conducted in ways
similar to the research in the pilot phase, it will not only result in additional in-depth,
thoroughly grounded empirical data, but will contribute to building mutual respect and
trust that can in turn set the stage for communal land-holding groups in Acholi to be more
confident in exploring such steps as boundary demarcation and land registration as ways
to protect and secure their land.
8) Land, women, and other vulnerable individuals. It is crucial both to emphasize how
women’s’ rights and access to land – and the multiple ways for women to be included in
land organization and management – are well-founded and supported in Acholi’s clanbased land system, while at the same time acknowledging that these widely recognized
rights are not always practiced. A similar situation exists with respect to land access and
rights for “guests,” youth, orphans, widows and separated women, disabled groups, and
single mothers and their children. It is thus important that clan leaders promote and
protect the widely-accepted rights of women and other vulnerable people with respect
land, and to be held accountable for doing so by both the members of their respective
clans as well as others involved in customary clan-based land management in Acholi.
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9) A greater emphasis on youth. Further field research would also allow greater attention
than was possible in the Pilot Project to a crucially important demographic – youth – that
has primarily received academic attention in the urban (or urbanizing) context. Youth
make up a majority of the Acholi and Ugandan population (up to 70% depending on how
“youth” is defined), and there can be large gaps between youth culture (with distinctive
and globally-influenced characteristics even deep in rural areas) and the cultural norms,
values, and practices of the largely elder leadership (both male and female) in rural Acholi.
All of this needs to be explored much more fully, with this research perhaps being a
starting point for an open discussion between traditional leaders and young members of
the clan to find ways in which young people’s aspirations and engagement in the
community can be enhanced. Research questions and research tools should be adopted
to this end in any further phases of the research.
10) Share best practice between clans and chiefdoms, including issues surrounding
women and other vulnerable groups. The research identified many clans which, in the
best tradition of Acholi cultural practice, operate in a broadly egalitarian and inclusive
manner and are proactive in ensuring womens’ and other vulnerable groups’ rights and
access to land. We recommend considering these clans as models for others, to help
make their more inclusive practices to become widespread. Many of the clans have
written constitutions that specify the rights of women and other vulnerable groups and
it might also be considered worthwhile for researchers to look through the various
written constitutions of the clans and take out what is best from these and share to
encourage and support other clans in developing their own written constitutions.
11) Address land conflicts. Our research suggests that the traditional system is by far the
most efficient in addressing conflicts over land (compared to the more formal judicial
institutions, which are currently overrun with cases and have significant financial
barriers to access). We recommend, on the basis of efficiency and justice, that the State
should consider financial supports to help regularise and share best practice on what
works in traditional chiefdom based land conflict resolution mechanisms among
chiefdoms. While the traditional system is the most efficient in addressing conflicts over
land, other research indicates that many supposed (traditionally) resolved disputes represent as conflicts again. Making the decisions reached at a traditional level carry some
status in law or binding over both parties might lead to the same disputes being less
likely to re-emerge.
12) Inclusive development. Addressing poverty can help build credibility in and viability of
the customary land system as well as building communities’ resilience to challenges
such as climate change. The research has demonstrated the eagerness of those living
under the customary land system to develop their land for the benefit of their children
and their communities, while respecting their traditional way of life. The opportunity
then is to build on communities’ awareness of the value of customary land and make
development interventions which follow along the same lines that the customary land
is organised. Thus if customary land is organised at a clan level then all supports should
be organised at the wider clan level and the types of support should therefore be those
that support organisation at this large community level.
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13) Strengthening the Cultural Institutions of the Ker Kal (Chiefdoms) and Their Rulers,
the Rwodi Moo. Many respondents in Pilot Project research identified as a priority the
strengthening, to the extent possible, of the workings of their Ker Kal – and others across
Acholi, in keeping with the norms, values and practices of traditional governance in
Acholi culture, with the goal of reinstating genuine respect, trust, authority, and honour
vested in Rwodi Moo by the people of Acholi. At the same time, respondents also
highlighted the problem of “absentee” Rwodi Moo, who tend to operate from urban
centres, stressing the need for these Rwodi Moo to re-establish contact and maintain a
presence with their people in order to re-position themselves as a symbol of identity of
the group over which they preside, or else forsake their position.
14) Revisions of Principles and Practices of Customary Tenure in Acholiland. One of the
original tasks assigned to the Technical Committee by the JASLF in June 2012 was –
based on research findings – to revise the document titled Principles and Practices of
Customary Tenure in Acholiland (in Acholi Luo: Cik me loyoki kit me tic kingom kwaro
iAcholi), published by Ker Kwaro Acholi, the Acholi cultural institution. But the time to
do this revision, we recommend, is not now. Even though Pilot Project research
provided a range of important, thoroughly grounded information that is relevant to such
a revision, the research sample is simply not large enough to be representative of Acholi
as a whole. It is clear that more research, among a larger number and wider range of
chiefdoms and clans, will be necessary in order to do justice to this assignment.

-------------------------------------------------------
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Annexes
Annex 1: Sketch Map of Clans (LHG) of Koyo Chiefdom
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Annex 2: Sketch Map of Clan (LHG) of Orom Chiefdom
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Annex 3: Research Tool 1
TOOL ONE:
INAUGARAL FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE – AT KER KAL (CHIEFDOM) LEVEL
(Inaugural and Foundational meeting with Rwot Moo of the identified Cultural Institution (Ker
Kal/Chiefdom) at the respective designated Research Location.)
A]

Preliminary Activities:

1. Mobilization: Consult the Rwot, and agree on Venue, date, time for FDG. Appoint a Community
Mobilizer and together propose persons who might be relevant and should be invited for the
meeting bearing in mind the objective. The participants may include:
[ladit or lodito kaka; Lawang Rwot; Rwot’s trusted advisors; Community opinion leaders and/or
Elders etc; Karan pa Rwot; Lawi Mon(Senior women with much knowledge); Youth representative
- male & female; Widows; Widowers; Orphans; Child family heads; PWDs; LRA Returnees;
Formerly abducted turned child mothers; LC I, II, & III; Parish Chief; Rwodi Kweri & Rwodi Okoro;
Lated jok/tim; Area Land Committee Chair or representative member etc.
2. Population figures and Maps: Visit the Sub-county LCIII office of the area to avail you with the
2014 provisional census results broken down by parish and village. Additionally, request for village
maps for each parish in the sub-county if available.
3. Attendance List: On day of meeting, after consent is granted, pass round the attendants list form
to be filled out.
4. Observation Checklist: Some general examples of other things to observe while in the field.
i)

Settlement patterns.(Kit ma kabedo pa dano tye kede)

ii) Land use patterns; (Kit ma tic ki ngom tye kede)
iii) Cultural-spiritual sites; (Kama tic tekwaro onyo me gwoko paco time iye)
iv) Boundary markers;(Wang acoo)
v) Telltale Relics; (Wii obur)
5. Some Useful Glossary:

English






Luo
Chiefdom
=
Ker Kal
Clan
=
Kaka
Sub-Clan
=
Doggola
Extended Family = Dog Gang
Household
= Keno
 Customary Land = Ngom Kwaro
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION (FGD): INAUGURAL MEETING AT KER KAL

Attendance List
Chiefdom (Ker Kal): ___________________
SN

Name

M/F

Age

Venue: ____________ Date _______
Clan(Kaka) Title/Position

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Contact

Sign

etc
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

etc

B.]

Discuss the overall research project, its purpose(s), provisional time line, main topics/issues
to be investigated, hoped-for results, etc. [Refer to the Background Brief Document].

Q.1

Basic Information
(Ask appropriately and fill in the following information in the table below)

Name of
Chiefdom
(Kal Kwaro):
Name(s) of
District(s)
Occupied:
Names of
Parish(s)
Transcended:
Est. Chiefdom
Land Area
Size:

Headed By:
Name(s) of
Sub-county(s)
Occupied:
Names of
Village(s)
Occupied:
Est Total
Population

No. of
Male

No. of Adults (above 18)
Organization of
Land Rights:

By Clan
(Kaka)

By Extended
Family
(Dog-Gang)

By Sub-Clan
(Doggola)

By Household
(Keno)

No. of
Female
No. of
Children
(below 18)
Non-kin
Based
(Pe lubo
wat)

FGD1: Guide Questions and Issues:
Land Tenure System
Q. 1. What type of land tenure system(s) do you have in your Ker Kal (Chiefdom)? (Customary,
leasehold, freehold)
Luo:
Wutye ki kwayi ngom ango I Ker Kal eni?
Response:
Land Holding Type? (tick)

Estimated Size (acres)?

1. Customary
2. Leasehold
3. Freehold

i)
Luo:

How did you acquire this?
Wunongo ngom ni ningning?
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Who controls?

Response:
______________________________________________________________________
ii)
Who were the key actors during this acquisition?
Luo:
Angagi ma gutiyo me onongo ngom pa Kaka eni?
Response:
_______________________________________________________________________
iii) When was it acquired?
Luo:
Ngom wu ni kinongo awene?
Response:
____________________________________________________________________
iv) How do you use the above identified land and who controls it?
Luo:
Wutiyo kede nining do anga ma loyo?
Response:
Land Use Type:

Used by who?

Controlled, managed and administered
by who?

1. Settlement
2. Cultivation/Farming
3. Hunting
4. Grazing
5. Forest
6. Sacred Sites
Others (specify):
7.
8.
v)

Attempt to determine and list (and perhaps locate, at least roughly) the constituent ngom
kwaro land holdings/groups and others in the Chiefdom or ker kal.

Luo:
Kong uwac nying dul ngom kwaro ma tyer I ker kal eni. Gin tyer kwene?
Response: (use extra sheet)
SN

Nying Dul Ngom
(Kaka)

Ladit Wiyer

Kama tyer iyer
(District/Sub-County/Parish/Village)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

vi)

Mapping Activity: Ask if it is possible to sketch them on the map or arrange with a few
knowledgeable people to do this after the FDG meeting?

vii)

Do the ngom kwaro land holding groups identified make up the complete list of ngom
kwaro in the Chiefdom or Ker Kal, or might there be others not included for some reason or
another. [If there are possible others, try to identify and locate to include in the project
data base].
Response:
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SN

Other Chiefdom Groups Settled in
this Chiefdom

Location

Original Chiefdom /Clan Head

This Chiefdom Clan members Settled
elsewhere (in other Chiefdoms)

Where
from?

Clan Head

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
viii) Ask for suggestions on which individual ngom kwaro land holding group, the research can
begin with and sample in accordance with the objectives.
SN

Q.2

Suggested Ngom Kwaro Holding
Group

Sub-County

Parish

Contact Person

Land used for Development
i)

Have any part of your ngom kwaro land been taken over for private investor
development or for national development? (including indication of new roads or
renovation of the railway line). [Reference may be made to respective District
Development Plan and the National Development Plan]

Luo: Ngom kwaro ma wutyer kwede ni ki tiyo kwede me dongo lobo pa gamente onyo ngat ma pat me
nyayo loyo I cinge?

Response:

Yes

No

ii) If so (yes) what development initiatives/activities has the land been used for?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Development Type (tick)
New Roads
Railway line
Health Center
Schools
Church
Market
Factory/Industrial Park
Playground
Others (specify):

Location

Est. Land Size used (acres)

iii) Has any of this activity been initiated by any “sons” of the Ker Kal?
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Yes

No

iv) If so, who initiated this and how was the giving of this land negotiated?
Luo:

Ngat moo ki I ker kwaro kany en ayer okati ki tam me tic I ngom man? Ngom ni kimiyo ningning?

Response:

_________________________________________________________________
v) Does this land being used for development remain chiefdom land (ngom kwaro) or not?
Luo:

En ngom ma gitye ka tic kede ni, pwud gak ngom kwaro keje ku?

Response:

Yes

No

vi) If yes, who controls and manage it?
____________________________________________________________________
vii) If no, what type of ownership has it acquired and who controls and manage it?
Land Ownership Type (tick)
1. Leasehold

Who controls?

Who manages?

2. Freehold
3. Government Land
4. Other (specify)
Q. 3

Land Disputes / Conflicts

i) Have there been, since return from the camps, any disputes within ker kal about boundaries
or other land-related issues? (Dong ma naka wudwogi ki i camp, wubedo ki lara ngom i ker kal
wu ni ma luke ki wang acoo onyo lok moo keken ma luke ki ngom?}

Yes
No
If yes, list. Then for each dispute noted:

ii) Identify the group(s) or individuals involved.(Tit kong gurup onyo dano ma obedo iye)
iii) Identify when the dispute began (approximately).(Tem titio awene ma lara ni oyabe kede)
SN

Land Disputes

Location

When?

Groups or Individuals Involved

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

iv) From the perspective of the group being interviewed, describe briefly the nature of the
dispute(s) and how serious.(Dong ki ineno ma megwu, kong tit kit ma lara enoni obedo kede)
For example:
(a)
violence (including any deaths);(Tim gero obedo iye (calo too)
(b)
how many households involved;(Dog odii adii ma obedo iye)
(c)
destruction of property; (Jami ma gi balo)
(d)
whether and in what ways the dispute is/was considered threatening to the
group and its ngom kwaro. (Ka onongo lara ni gi neon ni obedo peko ki bot gurup
onyo ngom kwaro)
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(e)

Identify whether the dispute has been resolved, or is ongoing. (Tit ka lara ni
gi cobo, onyo pud tye ka mede)

Land Dispute / Location

SN
1.

No of
Violence

No. of
Death

No. of HH
involved

Threat to
Ngom kwaro?

Resolved

Ongoing

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
If resolved:

v) When (approximately) and how?(Obedo awene, daki nining?)
vi) Which individuals or groups were most effective in reaching resolution?(Anga onyo dull
mene ma gu yele matek ni-oo wa imok enoni).

List for e.g:

(a)

Cultural leaders from within the ngom kwaro (identify); Lodito kaka ma gi aa ki ingom
kwaro enoni?

(b)

if the group is a doggola kaka or dog gang, from the larger kaka;Ka gwok gurup/dul enoni
obedo doggola kaka onyo dog gang ma I kaka malac

(c)
(d)

other kaka in ker kal; Gwok kaka mukene me ker kal
other groups or individuals (such as LCIs, religious leaders, etc.).Onyo gwok dul mukene
calo LCIs, lodito dini?

Land Dispute
SN

When
Resolved

Resolved By:
Cultural
Leaders

Dogola kaka /
Dog gang

Other Kaka
within Ker Kal

Other
groups

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If still ongoing, then:

vii) What factors/parties have defied resolution (up to now)? Ngo ma oweko pwud tye ka
mede wa icawa ni?

viii)

What hopes or opportunities are there for future resolution? Gen onyo kare ango ma

daki pwud tye pi mok me anyim?

______________________________________________________________________________

ix) Ask about any land disputes remembered before conflict in Acholi in 1986 (get and
capture details as available). Peny pi lara ngom mo keken ma wic por iye ma lyeny me ilobo
Acholi pwud pe oyabe i mwaka 1986 (Nong ngece duck ore ki kore)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
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Q.4
Ask if the rwot (and others there) have suggestions for possible additional topics/issues to
pursue. [Record and incorporate those that are feasible into the research plan; test them in early
meetings with constituent ngom kwaro groups].
Wapwoyo wun ducu I rwom wu mapatpat pi jalo karewu me bino leyo tam
mucwiny kedwa, kit ma onongo ki ooro wan kwede. Dong wamito cike ni
adwogi me kwed eni wabidwogo kwede botwu I dwer me abicel labongo keng.
Walego Rwot Lacwec omede ki gwoko wan ducu I yoo mupore!
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Annex 4: Research Tool 2
TOOL TWO: FGD AT LAND HOLDING GROUP AT CLAN (KAKA) LEVEL
[Carry out Focus Group Discussions, meetings and interviews in each respective ngomkwaroland holding
group (Kaka) previously identified. Use this standard question guide format as the initial research tool in
each, with space for adding additional information/details obtained.]

Preliminary tasks:
A. Mobilization: endeavor to include the following categories of people from the Kaka:























the ladit kaka[1]
other loditodoggola; [2]
the rwot (or rwodi) kweri [2]
the rwot (or rwodiokoro) [2]
senior woman [1]
Resident youths (male & female) [2]
the LCI Chairpersons [1]
Opinion Leaders/Elders [2]
A woman owning land [1]
A married woman [1]
Diviners (Lated Tim/Jok) [2]
Estimated Total Number

PWDs if any (male & female rep) [2]
LRA Returnees (male & female rep) [2]
Widows/Widowers [2]
Guest (lurem, nephews, nieces, in-laws) [4]
Refugees if any (male & female rep.) [2]
Orphans (boys & girls) [2]
Child Headed Families(male & female) [2]
Wayo ma odwogo gang (Clan daughter) [1]
A woman who does not own land [1]
A single woman (unmarried) [1]
Other knowledgeable individuals the group
respects. [2]
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B. Make sure you have respective Sub-county, Parish and Village, so group can roughly sketch out
the ngomkwaro land belonging to them.
Overall Objective of the Project:
To strengthen the security of customary and communal land tenure in Acholiland through research,
consultation, and advocacy.
Specific Research Objective:
To investigate and document how Acholi customary and communal land is controlled, managed and
administered, by and for whom, in all its variations across the sub-region.

Guide Questions and Recording Template for each NgomKwaro Land Holding
Group(Kaka) interface:

PART 1
1.

Basic, introductory information:

Name of Clan :
Clan Head:
(Nying Kaka)
(Ladit Kaka)
Totemic Phrase:
(NyingMwoc)
Original Chiefdom:
(Wutyer I ter Ker
RwotMoo:
Kalmene?):
Identify Types of Land Holding within the Kaka: (Kwayingom ma tyer I Kaka wuni)
Category:
(Tick)
Estimated
Is it
Ownership / Control:
(KwayiNgom?)
Size: (acres) Registered?
(Record: O=Ownership; C=Control)
(Yes/No)
(Rwede onyo Lador Ngom?)
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(Dit pa
Ngom?)

Male

Female

Child
(B/G)

PWD
s

i) Customary:
(Ngom Kwaro)
ii) Leasehold:
(Ngom apanga)
iii) Freehold:
(Rwede romo bedo ngat mo
keken)
iv) Government Land:
(Ngom pa Gamente)
v) Any Other:
(Kit mongo mapat)

2. Historical and Current Context:
A. What do you know about the origin of the Kaka, migratory trail, settlement trend and pattern?
(Ngo ma wunwungeyomalubeki kit ma kaka wuocakekwedekikama gin oaakiiyer?) [For deeper
elucidation and clarity, follow-up this question with aknowledgeable key respondent. Probe further for
differentials in settlement patterns for men and women, and the roles of men and women during the
migration and their implications to access to land after settlement]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
B. How did the Kakaoriginally acquire this NgomKwaro?
(Kaka wuni onongo ngom kwaro eni ningning?)
[Record the narrative capturing the actors, methods, time line, tell-tale events, significant beliefs, principles,
and values enshrined in the acquisition]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
2.B Code:
Deducing from the above narratives, tick the option(s) that best suit the description
of how the ngomkwaro land was acquired:i.
Given
______
ii.

Inherited

______

iii.

Open land

______

iv.

Bought

______

v.

Grabbed

______

vi.

Others specify

______

C. Identify the Sub-Clans (Doggola) settled within the Clan (Kaka) Land Holding Group with their
respective extended families (Dog Gang) and number of Households in each?
(Kong uwac doggola ma tyer I Kaka wuni ki doggang waki wel keno ma I dog-gang?)

Sub-Clan(s):
(Doggola pa?)

Extended Family (s)
(Dog Gang/Ot )
i)
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No.of Households:
(Keno Adi?)

1.

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)

2.

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

3.

4.

5.

Use extra sheet when necessary
D. Can you give a brief description of the structure or family tree of your kaka (or doggola kaka or
dog gang)? If a sub-group of a larger kaka, how is this group related (genealogically) to the larger
one?
Wutwero tito kit ma wat okube kwede I Kaka ni? Wat I kin dul mapat pat I ngom kwaro wu ni tyer
ningning?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
E. Who are considered the owners or trustees of this particular ngomkwaro?
(Ngom kwaro eni wegi ne angagi onyo angagi magwoko?)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
2.ECode:
i.

Rwot Moo

______
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Kaka (clan)
Doggola-kaka (sub-clan)
Dog Ot
Dog gang (extended family)
Others specify

______
______
______
______
______________________

F. Do the Clan (Kaka) and extended family recognize the right of women and girls to own land?
i.
Yes ____
ii.
No
_______
G. Are there changes with respect to rights of women over land? What are the recent trends? How
are these impacting on women and men? (Alokaloka mo tyer I twero pa Mon ikom ngom? Ngo ma
time ikareni? Gudu kom mon ki coo ningning)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
H. Do women own land or are there any instances where women are trustees. If not why? if yes,
describe circumstances in which they could be trustees

__________________________________________________________________________

PART TWO
3. Initial questions about land
Preliminary task: [Make sure that relevant map(s) are readily available for these tasks]

A. Are there people belonging to another Kaka who also have ngomkwaroland holding that they
control in some part of this NgomKwaro? Are they men or women?
(Tyer Kaka mukene mapat kimegwuni ma gityer ki but ngom kwaro wuni ma giloyo? Gin angagi dok
gudonyo I ngom kany nignning? Gin mon kece coo?

i.

Yes

____

ii.

No

____

If yes, how did they acquire the land? Explain.

___________________________________________________________________________
___
3.A Code:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Given
Inherited
Open land
Bought
Grabbed
Others specify

______
______
______
______
______

Note:[List and try to at least roughly locate on the map and plan to interview them later].
1) _______________________

5)

_____________________

2) _______________________

6)

_____________________

3) _______________________

7)

_____________________

4) _______________________

8)

______________________
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B. Are there other people belonging to your Kaka, who have ngomkwaro land holdings outside of
your Ker Kal?(Jo me kaka eni tyer ki ngom kwaro ma giloyo I ker kalmukene?
i.
Yes
______
ii.
No
_______
If so, list and locate:
Clan Head: (Laditwi Kaka/Dogola)
Where Located: (Kama gityeriyer)

C. Does this kaka with land in various locations, have an overall kaka organization?
i.
Yes
______
ii.
No
______
D. If yes, how is it structured? [Probe for the position of women and children-girls & boys- in the
organization of the Kaka]
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
E. Does your ngomkwaroland holding group or the larger Kaka to which you belong have a written
Constitution?(Kaka eni onyo kaka wu madit tyer ki pen cik ma gucoyo?)
i)
Yes ____
ii)
No
_____
Probe if the constitution is sensitive to women, boys and girls and persons with disabilities:

_________________________________________________________________________
F. Identify and list the ngomkwaro land holding group(s) that border your group?
(Tit ngomkwaro ma otenekingomkwaro man?)

i) Sketch on map, indicating whether each is also in your Ker Kalor outside.
ii) For any outside, identify the Ker Kal to which each such neighboring ngomkwaro land
holding group belongs.
Direction
Neighboring LHG(Kaka)
Kaka(ki) sharing Ker Kal
Kaka(ki) of other Ker Kal
East (Kunyango)
West (Kupotoceng)
North (Kumalo)
South (Kupiny)
G. Is there any land bordering your Kaka, which is not ngomkwaro land?
(Tyer ngom ma otene ki kakawuni eni ma pe tyer ngom kwaro?)

Yes
_____
ii.
No
_______
If yes, for any such adjacent non-ngomkwaroland holding, attempt to identify which land holding
type. (Katyer, ci obedo ngom ma nining?)
i. Public land (Government)
______
ii. Freehold
______
iii. Leasehold
______
iv. International Border
______
i)

To your knowledge, is such land registered with the Ministry of Land?
(Ngom eni kicoyo pire I Gang Kal ma loyo loka ngom?)

i. Yes

____

ii.
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No

_____

ii) What individual or other entity now occupies that land?
(Anga onyo jomene ma gibedo I ngom man?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
iii) Who are the majority owners of registered land? Why is this so?(Dwongeangagi ma
tyerkingom ma dong kicoyo? Pingo?) Probe if there are any women who have registered land if
none why?

___________________________________________________________________________
_
iv) What do you think about registering your NgomKwaro?(Uneno ningning lok me cono ki nongo
karatac pi ngom kwaro wuni?)[Probe the number of people for and against registering the

land and reasons for either decision]

___________________________________________________________________________
__
Number:
Those who want land Registered
Those who do not want land Registered

PART THREE
4.

Management, Control and Administration of the ngom kwaro of the Kaka

Useful Glossary: -

4.1

English





Administer
Authority
Control
Manage

Luo
=
=
=
=

doro
twero
gwoko
loyo

Management:

A. Do you have any land challenges, land issues or problems?
i. Yes
____
ii.
No

____

B. Who deals with the management and any other land issues or problems in your ngom kwaro
holding group? Explain?(Jo mene onyo anga ma loyo lok me ngom onyo peko ma kwako lok me ngom
kwaro man?)

4.B Code:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Ladit Kaka
LuditoMutegi
The group itself ____
The larger Kaka ____
Others specify

____
____

_________________________________________

C. Describe how the management of land is organized, problems handled and who is involved in
dispute resolution in your Kaka? (Locce kidoro nining?)
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___________________________________________________________________________
___
D. What is the role of men and women in resolving land disputes?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
E. How are the voices of women, girls and vulnerable people heard if at all in the Kaka
organization?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
F. How is the land managedand on whose behalf?
(Ngom kwaro man kiloyo nining, pi anga?)

Managed by:
Ot
Dog gola
Kaka
Chiefdom
Others specify
4.2

On whose behalf?

Control:

A. Who controlsyour ngomkwaro?
i.
Ladit Kaka
_______
ii.
RwodiKweri
_______
iii.
RwodiOkoro
_______
iv.
LuditoMutegi
_______
v.
Others specify
__________________________________________
i)
What factors drive the changes in control over land?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
ii)

What impact does the status quo or the changes in control over land have on men,
women and he community?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
___________________________________________________________________________
___
B. How is your customary land controlled?
(Ngom kwaro me Kaka wunini kigwoko nining?)

i.

Planting trees at the boundaries

____

ii.

Monitoring the boundaries

____

iii.

Making use of it (Settlement, Hunting, Farming etc)

____

iv.

Allocation of portions of land

____
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v.
I.

Others specify _____

Who has authority over your ngomkwaro? (Anga ma tyer kitwero I yer?)
i.
Ladit Kaka
_____
ii.

RwodiKweri/Okoro

_____

iii.

LuditoMutegi

_____

iv.

Others specify

_____

J.

How is the authority to managethe land determined and by whom?(Twero me loyo ngom man
kimoko nining dok anga ma timo?
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
4.3

Administration:

A. Describe the arrangement(s) under which the land is administered? (Tit kit ma kidoro ki ngom
man?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
B. How are pertinent decisions about land arrived at?(Tam onyor lok ma pigitego ikom ngom man
kimoko nining?) Probe for implications of decision to men, women, girls, boys and other vulnerable
categories.

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
C. How is land allocated; by and to whom?
(Ngom kany kipoko nining, anga ma poko dok botanga?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
D. What is the role, if any, of RwodiKweri? (Tic pa rwodi kweri wu ngo ka gityer?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___

i) If present, how are the RwodiKweri chosen?(Rwodi Kweri kiyero/cimogi nining?
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
ii) What portion(s) of land do RwodiKweri help manage and how is it determined?
(Dul ngom mene ma gin konyo loyone dok kimoko ningning?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
E. What is the role, if any, of RwodiOkoro (female leaders)?(Tic pa Rwodi Okoro ngo?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
i)

If present, how are RwodiOkoro chosen?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
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ii) What portion(s) of land do RwodiOkoro help manage and how is this determined?(Dul
ngom mene ma Rwodi Okoro loyo dokki moko ningning?)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
F. How are internal problems concerning ngomkwaro land handled, resolved, or solved?
(Peko me lara ngom katyer I kin dano me kaka man kicobo nining?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
G. How are external influences and/or problems managed or handled with regard to your
ngomkwaro?(Bura onyo Peko me lara ngom ma aa kiwoko ma lube ki ngom kwaro wuni ki cobo
nining?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
H. Indicate Gender categorization of land management, control, authority and administration of
the ngomkwaro.
NgomKwaro land is:Male
Female
Both Male & Female
Administration by
Authority exercised by
Control by
Managed by

PART FOUR
Significant Part of the Research

5.

Landholding use and rights in the ngomkwaroof the Kaka
Useful Glossary:
 Types or categories of land
 Fit into or Hold rights to

5.1

=kwayi dul ngom mapatpat
=Tyeki kakare nyo tyer kitwero I ngom

Land Rights:

A. How do the following fit into, or hold rights to, the various categories of this ngomkwaro land?
(Jo ma piny eni tyerki kakagi onyo twerogi I kom ngom kwaro man tyer nining?

i)

Household/household head born into the kaka (or doggola kaka, dog gang) of the local
ngomkwaro land being investigated?(Won ot/gang ma kinywalo I kaka ma ngom kwaro gi watyer ka
lok pireni)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
ii) Head of the kaka (or doggola kaka, dog gang) of the local ngomkwaro land?(Ladit Kaka me ngom
kwaro man)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
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iii) Elders of the Kaka (or doggola kaka, dog gang) of the local ngomkwaro land?
(Ludito mutegi me kaka man)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
iv) Head or the Elders of the wider kaka of which the local ngomkwaro is a part?
(Lawi ludito onyo ludito madongo me kaka man.)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
v) Women married to men in the local kaka (doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the
ngomkwaro being investigated, who are currently with their husbands?(Mon ot ma kinyomo I
kaka man ma cogi tyer.)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
a) What is the difference, if any, betweenwomen whose bride price has been paid, and
those for whom it has not?(Apokapoka ango ma tyer I kin dako ma kinyomo ki ma peya
kitero lim ikore?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
b) If the woman is an Acholi or not?(Dako ma tyer Acholi onyokaka ne pat kiAcholi?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
vi) Daughters of the local kaka (doggola, dog gang) with rights to the ngomkwaro?(Anyira ma
kinywalogi I kaka man.)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
vii) Male orphans born into the local kaka (doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the ngomkwaro?
(Lutino kic ma coo ma kinywalogi I kaka man?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
viii) Widows? (Mon too?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
ix) Divorced women? (Daka/Mon ma gukwerekicware/coggi?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
x)

Women separated from their husband? (Dako ma kingiopoke gin kicware?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
xi) Second or subsequent wives? (Dakonyo Mon ma kikelo me aryoanyoadek, angen….?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
xii) Female orphans born into the local kaka (doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to
thengomkwaro?
(Lutino kic ma anyira ma kinywalogi I kaka man.)
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__________________________________________________________________________________
___
xiii) Male/female orphans born into another branch of the kaka (doggola kaka, dog gang) who has
rights to the ngomkwaro being investigated? (Lutino kic ma anyirakiawobe ma kinywalogi I kaka
mukene ma gityer I kaka man.)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
xiv) Nephews and Nieces? (Wotkeyu)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
xv) In-laws? (Oor?)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
xvi)Friend(s)? (laremnyolurem?)
___________________________________________________________________________
___
xvii)
Returnee mothers (married into the local kaka,doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the
ngomkwaro being investigated? (Mego ma odwogocen I gang kakkicyomeiye?)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
Returnee mothers (born into the local kaka,doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the
ngomkwaro being investigated? (Wayo ma odwogo gang? )

xviii)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
xix) Returnee children on their own (with either a deceased father or mother from the local kaka
(doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the ngomkwaro? (Lotino ma odwogopaco ma
lunyogionongoanyali me kaka ni?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
xx) Non-Acholi migrants?(Kakaadonyimukene ma petyer Acholi? )
___________________________________________________________________________
___
xxi) Refugees? (Luring ayela?)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
xxii)

Youth? (male vs female)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
xxiii)
Institutional land gifts (schools, health centers, churches etc.)?(Ngom ma kimiyo bot dul ma pat
patcalo gang kwan, Kanica,Otyatetc)
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__________________________________________________________________________________
___
xxiv) Members of a new form of cultural organization that is linked with, butorganized outside of,
the kerkal or kaka system – such as “AOL Community” (the Awere, Odek, Lalogi group), the
Lwani in Atiak, or Bwobomanam? (Jo ma tyer I dul me kerkwaro ma pat ki man)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
[After the initial response to each of the following, ask for examples of successful access to land on
the ngomkwaro land being investigated, and where access was denied or people were chased
away. This is a crucial part of the research.]

5.2

Land Use and Development:
A. How do the following relate to or affect your ngomkwaro use, rights, or management?

(Jami magi tiyoonyormako kit me tic kingomkwaro man nining?

i. Rock outcrops, hills and mountains?(Got,Pata,Lela,Godi,cere)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
ii. Rivers, streams, wetlands? (Kulu,Oorakidago,togo)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
iii. Sacred cultural/spiritual sites?(Katimokwer)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
iv. Inter-community boundaries? (wangngom/kigingi ma I kin dano me kaka man)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
v. Boundaries with neighboring communities?(Wang acooki kaka ma cok)

________________________________________________________________
___
vi. Where relevant, government boundaries (sub-county, district, international) that are part of
your ngomkwaro boundaries?(Katyer,wangngom pa gamente.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
B. What are the various uses of NgomKwaro?
i.
Farming
____
ii.

Hunting

____

iii.

Settlement

____

iv.

Laying bricks

____

v.

Others specify ______________________________________

C. What type of farming is practiced in this NgomKwaro? (Ngom kwaro wuutiyo kwede
ningning me pur?
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Shifting cultivation
Crop rotation
Inter-cropping ____
Animal Husbandry
Fallowing

____
____
____

____

D. What system of farming is being practiced here? (Kit yoo me purango ma kitiyo kwede
kany?)
Farming System
Yes
No
Size of Land Utilized
Shifting Agriculture (Pur ma kidireadirakwede)
Permanent Plots (Okang)
Part Shifting/ Part Permanent (Kiwire idwe okang)
All permanent Plots (Weng Okang)
E.

Do you consider your ngomkwaro ideal for sustainable and productive use? (e.g. fertility,
forestry, grazing, hunting, tourism etc) . (Wutamoningomkwarowuniber me tic ma
kelodongolobo?)

i.
Yes
_____
ii.
No.
_____
If yes, Why? (Pingo)
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
F. How has the management and use of your ngomkwaro land been affected by its proximity
with respect to:
(Bedo cok ki jami ma pinyi okupe onyor oyelo loyo ki tic ki ngom kwarowuni ningning?
(i)
Trading centers or Urban sites; (Center me cat onyoboma)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__

(ii)

Roads; (Yoo/Gudi)

___________________________________________________________________________
__
(iii)

Other infrastructure that affected how the land is managed and used? (Jami mukene
calo gedo madongo?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
__
G. How do you think the management and use of your ngomkwaro land will be affected by the

inevitability of increasing urbanization? How will these effects be managed by your
ngomkwaro group? (Dong wutamo ni dongo lobo calo dongo pa boma (town) obi yelo kit ma wun
wutiyo / wuloyo kwede ngom kwaro wuni nining?Dong dul me ngom kwaro wuni gubitimo iye ngo?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
H. Has the government restocking program benefitted anyone in your ngomkwarogroup? (Wu
tye ki ngatmo idul me ngom kwaro wuni ma obedo ikin jo ma onongo jami ma gamente obedo
kamiyo ne me culu pi dwang ma warwenyo?) Katye, ci dano adi?

i.

Yes ____

ii.

No

_____

If yes, how many? (Katye, ci danoadi?) _____________________
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I.

Has some of your ngomkwaro been commercialized by individuals?(Wutye ki ngatmo ma gwok
oketo but ngom kwaro wuni iyoo me tiyo/kelolim?

i. Yes
____
ii
No.
____
i) If yes in what aspect?(Iyo ango?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
ii)

Are these members of your ngomkwaro group or outsiders? (Joo enoni gitye lumemba me
ngomkwaro enoni onyo gwok joo mukene me ma aakicen/woko?)

__________________________________________________________________________________
___

iii) Does this commercialized land remain ngomkwaro or does it belong to the individuals
doing commercial farming? (Ngom enoni gak pa anga? Pa ngat ma tyeka keto ne ikit me
nongo limni keje gwok gak ngomkwaro?

__________________________________________________________________________________
___

iii)

How did this happen? (Eni otimenining?_

__________________________________________________________________________________
___

J. Do land sales of ngomkwaro contribute to communal wealth creation? Why or why not?
(Cato ngomkwaro mono konyo I kelo lonyo pa dano ma iyeni? Pingo kelo onyo pingo pekelo?

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
K. Does this Kaka agree to sale of NgomKwaro? (Kaka wuni yer ni ki cat ngomkwaro?)

i.
Yes ______
ii.
No
______
L. Has any of your ngomkwaro land been sold? (Tye ngomkwaro wu mo keken ma gicato?

i.

Yes

____

ii

No

____

Ifyes, indicate the following:
Land sold by
who?

When
Sold?

Size
Sold?

%age of
Kaka land

Did Kaka
Agree?

Yes

Benefits derived if any?

No

M. Has your ngomkwaro group generated investment to realize benefit for the community?
(Ngomkwaro wuni dong kitiyo kwede me medo kelo lim ma konyo Kaka wuni ducu?)

i.
i)

Yes

_____

ii.

No

_____

If yes: what kind of investment? (Ngo ma kitimo?)

___________________________________________________________________________
___
ii)

If not,how do you think your ngomkwaro might generate to benefit the community?

(wun wutamo ni gi twero kati ki yub me tic ki ngomkwaro me kelo lim me konyo lwak me
kaka man nigning?)[See examples below]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
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You may tease out the following Examples to guide them:a)

b)
c)
d)

e)

Mechanized farming organized and controlled by yourngomkwarogroup – e.g., young men
of the group (or a sub-group) clearing stumps and otherwise preparing the ground for
tractor plowing; group members with economic resources hiring the tractor; collective
planting, harvesting, storing; then selling with proceeds then in some agreed upon way
shared by the community);
Regulated charcoal burning and selling from wooded areas of your ngomkwaro;
Communal harvesting of shea nuts (or the moo yaaproduced from the nuts) on your
ngomkwaro (outside homes and plots);
Tree planting on available land of your ngomkwaro; different species for different purposes
– e.g., pine trees or others for poles or short-term commercial purposes; hardwoods for
long-term community benefit; trees for fuel (including on homestead plots for homestead
use; utilizing any other product from trees in the ngomkwaro.
Fish farming.

6. Is there any other ideas you want to share with the research with regard to strengthening the
protection of rights to NgomKwaro in general?
__________________________________________________________________________________
___

+++++++++++++++Wapyoyo Matek !! ++++++++++++++++
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Annex 5: Research Tool 3
TOOL THREE: FGD FOR SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP AT @ LHG LEVEL
[Carefully identify the categories of special interest groups from within the LHG that can be interfaced with.
Work with the community animator to select and invite individuals from the respective categories for a FGD.
You may consider combining some categories if in your judgment they are comfortable sharing information
together] Note: please remember that even with SIGs they are not homogenous and have differences. e.g
women with disabilities face double discriminations because they are women and then have a disability and
thus if included in the same FGD one should ensure participation and voices of each category are heard and
noted.]

C. The categories may include: People with Disabilities (PWDs) male /female
 LRA Returnees (both male & female)
 Returnee Child Mothers
 Widows/Widowers
 Guest (lurem, nephews, inlaws, wayo ma odwogo gang)
 Child Headed Families and Opharns boys/girls
 Unmarried women
 Refugees: male/female
 Youth (male and female)
D. It is best to think of consent as an ongoing process, in which you remind respondents of the
possible future uses of the information they give you as appropriate, and in which respondents
can opt out whenever they wish. Respondents should have a right to remain anonymous and to
have their rights to privacy and confidentiality respected. In this participatory work with
communities, it may not be realistic to undertake to protect the identities of those taking part,
and so do not suggest that you could. Then respondents can decide for themselves what they say
and what they don’t say.

E. Use a separate sheet attached to register the participants.
Guide Questions administered at Special Interest Group FGDs:
A. Opening Questions:
1) What is your understanding of Customary Land? What about Communal land? [I ngec mameg wu,
NgomKwaro obedo gin ango? Ce ngom alwak kono?]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
2) In your knowledge, who or what controls, manages and administers customary and
communal land and on whose behalf? [Ka ingecwu, anga onyo ngo ma gwoko, loyo dok
doro ngomkwaro ki ngom pa alwak, dok pi angagi?]
___________________________________________________________________________
___
Control

Manages

Administers

3) What category of people have rights to settle in and utilize Customary and communal land?
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__________________________________________________________________________________
___
B. Key Questions
4) As _________ (mention the group category you are interfacing with), how do you assess your
rights to customary and communal land within your Kaka or elsewhere? Give examples. [Macalo
______, wun uneno ningning kit ma twerowu tyer kwede i ngomKwaro pa Kaka wuni onyo
kamukene?Milabol]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
5) What mechanisms do you use to ensure your rights, concerns or interest relating to customary
land is addressed? [Wun utiyo ki yoo ma ningning me neno ni twerowu, mitiwu onyo peko mo ma
keme ki ngomkwaro kitiyo iyer?]

__________________________________________________________________________________
___

6) How is land allocated to you, by who? [Ngomkwaro unongo ningning? Anga ma poko/miyo]?
___________________________________________________________________________
___
7) How do you use the ngomkwaroto which you have right and access? (Ngomkwaro wuutiyo kwede
ningning?

__________________________________________________________________________________
_
8) What or how is your involvement in dealing with internal problems concerning ngomkwaro?
Give examples. [Ka peko me lok pa ngom tyer, wun wudonyo iyer ningning. Miilabol]

___________________________________________________________________________
___
9) Of all the things we have discussed today about ngomkwaro, what to you is the most important?
__________________________________________________________________________________
___
10) What recommendation(s) can you give to strengthen the security of customary and communal
land in Acholiland?

___________________________________________________________________________
___
Finally: the moderator reviews the purpose of the study and then ask the participants: “Have we
missed anything?”
Thank You for your active participation!!
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Annex 6: Tool 4
TOOL FOUR: KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE
[After identifying resourceful persons who you think can offer more useful information, or those who have
been referred, make an appointment in an appropriate venue and keep time. Make sure you have with you a
notebook for recording and a voice recorder]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: ____________
1.0

Start time: ____________

End Time: ___________

INTRODUCTION

Welcome—Explain purpose of the interview

Good morning/afternoon. My name is [interviewer’s name], I am [introduce yourself]. Thank you for
taking your busy day to speak with me. I’ll try to keep our time to 60 minutes, but we may find that
we run over once we get into the interview. [Check to see if this is okay]
The Joint Acholi Sub-regional Leaders Forum working in partnership with Trocaire Uganda, have
commissioned a project on “Piloting the Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in
Acholiland”, supported by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF).
The overall goal of the project is ‘to strengthen the security of customary and communal land tenure
in Acholiland through research, consultation, and advocacy’.
You have been selected for a key informant interview because of your knowledge, insight and
familiarity with Acholi community and matters to do with land. It would be quite helpful if in this
interview today, we can learn from your experiences more about customary and communal land and
elicit your informed recommendations on how to protect the rights to customary land ownership and
its productive use for the people of Acholi.
Ground Rules
The themes that emerge from these interviews will be summarized and made available to the public;
however, individual interviews will be kept strictly confidential, unless you so wish that you be quoted
on some points.
At any time during our conversation, please feel free to let me know if you have any questions or if
you would rather not answer any specific question. You can also stop the interview at any time for any
reason.
Please remember that we want to know what you think and feel and that there are no right or wrong
answers.
Is it OK if I voice record this interview today?
[Turn on recording equipment.]

Background
Thank you. Next, I’ll be asking you a series of questions about customary and communal land. But
first, I'd like to begin by asking you some questions about yourself.
Biodata
(Fill in the table below)
Full Name:

Male

Designation /
Position
Place of
Origin

Female

Organization
/Clan
Land Owner?
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Age:

Yes

No

Key Informant Interview Guide Questions
Useful Glossary: -

English
 Administer
 Authority
 Control
 Manage

=
=
=
=

Luo
doro
twero
gwoko
loyo

1) I would like to get your opinions about the concept of Customary and Communal Land. How
would you describe them in your own words?
2) Could you please in your understanding describe to me how Customary and Communal land
are acquired? (Probe if any women acquire customary or communal land and if yes how?)
3) What elements of cultural organizational or set-up facilitate or challenge customary land
acquisition and rights to ownership?
4) Who are entitled to or have rights to ownership and utilization of customary land? What
about communal land?(probe for triangulation on women, and the vulnerable categories of
people:a. Do women have the customary and socially accepted right to own land or control
land?
b. Do women's legal property rights make sense, given the culture in which they live?
that is could or would the majority claim their legal rights
c. Do the answers to the above questions change if women are married, single,
divorced, widowed or in a polygamous relationship
d. Do women know and understand their rights?
e. Do women have any means to enforce their rights?
5) How are Customary land sub-divided or categorized in all its varieties?
6) In your opinion, who controls customary and communal land? Explain. Probe whether there
are any women involved in control of land?
7) In keeping with cultural norms and practices, who manages customary and communal land?
How is this executed? (probe if any women manage especially now after the war that roles
and some norms changed)
8) What about its administration, culturally who is responsible? Explain.
9) In your opinion, who are the culturally accepted claimants to right of ownership to
customary land?
10) Whenever there are challenges, issues or problems related to customary land, how do is this
culturally handled?
11) What is the role of men and women in dealing with customary land issues including
challenges?
12) Culturally, how is the authority to manage the land determined and by whom?
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13) How are pertinent decisions about land arrived at? Give example. Probe for implications of
decisions made to men, women, girls, boys, vulnerable i.e. widows?
14) In your opinion, how should external influences and/or problems targeting customary land
be handled? E.g. giving of land to investors etc.
15) How do think the following fit into, or hold rights to, the various categories of customary
land with what roles:xxv)

Household/household head born into the kaka?

xxvi)

Head of the kaka (or doggola kaka, dog gang)?

xxvii)

Elders of the Kaka (or doggola kaka, dog gang)?

xxviii) Head or the Elders of the wider kaka?
xxix)

Women married to men in the local kaka?
c) What is the difference, if any, between women whose bride price has been paid, and
those for whom it has not?
d) If the woman is an Acholi or not?

xxx)

Daughters of the local kaka (doggola, dog gang)?

xxxi)

Male orphans born into the local kaka?

xxxii)

Widows?

xxxiii) Divorced women?
xxxiv) Woman separated from her husband?
xxxv)

Second or subsequent wives?
xxxvi) Female orphans born into the local kaka?
xxxvii) Male/female orphans born into another branch of the kaka (doggola kaka, dog
gang) who has rights to the ngomkwaro?

xxxviii) Nephews and Nieces?
xxxix) In-laws?
xl) Friend(s)?
xli) Returnee mothers (married into the local kaka,doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to
the ngomkwaro?
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xlii) Returnee mothers (born into the local kaka,doggola kaka, dog gang) with rights to the
ngomkwaro being investigated?
xliii)

Non-Acholi migrants?

xliv)

Refugees?

xlv) Institutional land gifts (schools, health centers, churches etc.)?
16) How do the following relate to or affect your ngomkwaro use, rights, or management?
i. Rock outcrops, hills and mountains?
ii. Rivers, streams, wetlands?
iii. Sacred cultural/spiritual sites?
iv. Inter-community boundaries?
v. Boundaries with neighboring communities?
vi. Where relevant, government boundaries (sub-county, district, international) that are part of
your ngomkwaro boundaries?
17) Do you consider ngomkwaro ideal for sustainable and productive use? In what way might it
generate benefit to the community?
Closing
18) What is the most important message that you want us to take away from this interview?
19) Is there anything else that you would like to add about any of the topics that we've
discussed or other areas that we didn't discuss but you think are important?
20) Your final comment please!

Thank you once again for your time and participation in this interview. The
information that you provided to us will be very helpful in this project.
==============

O =================
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Annex 7: Household Survey

Individual Household Data Collection Tools
Date: _____________
Field Researchers:i.
ii.

Location (Parish/Village):- ______________ / ________________

___________________________
___________________________
_____

HH Questionnaire No:

Introduction
Hello - the aim of this survey is to investigate and document how Acholi customary and communal
land is controlled, managed and administered, by and for whom, in all its variations in 7 selected
clans59 in Acholi sub-region
Basic Information:
Male
Designation/Tittle
Name of Interviewee:
Age
Sex
in Home
Female

No. of Persons
in H/H

M

≤ 18yr

F

≥19yr

Clan (Kaka)

Q.1 Marital Status?
A-Married (traditional/church) B- Single
D- Widow/Widower
E- Others (specify)________

C- Divorced

Q.2 How did you become a member of this household?
A- Married into this household
B- Son of this household
C- Daughter of this
house-hold
D- An in-law of this household E- Visitor/worker/Invited as a friend
Q.3 Do you have any children)?
A- Yes
B- No
Q.4 How many of the children in the household are your biological children and how many
dependents?
(i)
Biological:ABoys ____
BGirls _____
(ii)
Dependants
ABoys ____
BGirls _____
Q.5 How many are within the following age group in the household:A- (1- 10yrs)
______
B- (11-18yrs)
______
C- (19- 25ys)
______
D- (26 yrs +)
______

59

Clans are actually pre-colonial chiefdoms rather than clans, however, the commonly used term in Northern
Uganda is clans so these Chiefdoms will be referred to as clans for the purpose of this proposal.
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Q.6 Do you own Land?
A- Yes
_____

B- No

_____

Q.7 Under what kind of tenure do you own or have access to land?
A- Customary
B- Leasehold
C- Free hold
D- Don’t Know
Q.8 How big is the land you own or use?
A- (1–3) Plots
_____
B- (4-6) Plots
_____
C- (7-10) Plots
_____
D- (11-15) Plots
_____
E- More Than 15 Plots _____
Q.9 How long have you stayed on this land since acquisition?
A. (1-3 yrs) ____
B. (4-6 yrs) ____
C. (7-9 yrs) _____
E. (15 yrs +) ____
F. Don’t Know _____

D. (10-15yrs) ______

Q.10 How did you acquire the customary land where you are?
AInherited from my parents/Grand Parents
BOpened up virgin unoccupied land
_____
CGiven to settle here by Clan Head
_____
DBought it
_____
EGiven as a gift
_____
HDon’t Know/Not sure
_____
Q.11 Who owns/controls this land on behalf of the family?
AHead of H/Hold___
BWife ______ C- Husband and Wife ______
DCollectively
____ EThe Clan Head ______ F- Don’t Know ______
Q.12 What size would you say your land is in terms of: (refer to guide ranges below)
Size:
Size:
APlots (Cultivated Plots) _____ BFallow land
______
CGrazing field
_____ DForested/Bush
______
EHunting Ground
_____ FOthers (Specify)
______
Select the range within which each of the above falls:A- Less than 1 acre
B- 1- 4 acres
C- 5-7 acres
D- 8-10 acres
E- 10+ acres
F- Don’t know/not sure
Q.13. What various uses do you put this land to? (Can choose more than one option)
A- Crop cultivation
____
B- Animal grazing
____
C- Hunting
____
D- Gathering wild foods
____
Q14. Who decides what use you put the land to?
A – Head of family
_____
B – Wife and husband _____
C - The Clan head
_____
D - The village elders’ _____
E- Collective decision _____
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F – other specify

________________

Q.15. Do you have any problem trying to access this land for various uses?
A- Yes ______
B- No ______
Q.16 If yes in (Q15 A) above, what have these problems been?
A- Little space available
B- My husband does not allow me to use the land easily
C- My in laws do not allow me to use the land
D- I am too old to use the land
E- Others (Specify) __________________________________________
Q.17 What are the possible causes of the problem(s) in 16 above? Reasons could be:A- l am a woman
B- l am a widow
C- I have no children or no male children
D- Already married in another clan
E- l am an illegitimate child in this family
F- I am not powerful enough
G- I am an outsider
H- Other reasons (indicate
____________________________________________
Q.18

How many land disputes have you or your immediate family experienced in your settlement
since return from the camp in 2006 and have they been resolved?
Number
Resolved?
A- Non
______
B- 1 or 2 Minor Ones
______
Yes___ No _____
C- 3 -5
______
Yes ___ No _____
D- More than 5 cases
______
Yes ___ No _____

Q.19 Who were the land disputes with?
ABCDEFQ.20
ABCDEFGH-

Within the household
Within the wider family
With a neighbor
With an institution (government/church/private sector)
With the clan
With the neighboring clan

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

How and who were the key players in resolution of the land sidputes?
Within family by family members
Within clan by clan members
Clan Elders
Land Committee and LCII
At sub-county by the sub-county chief
Chief Magistrates Court
By NGO mediation
Other means(specify) ____________________________________________________

Q.21 Have you been satisfied by the outcome?
A- Yes
_____
BNo
_____
D- Have given up _______
[Probe further and document the narrative of 1 or 2 Cases]

Q.22 What are the possible reasons for difficulty in resolution?
A- No serious family management and follow-up
B- No serious clan leadership/administration in place
C- Delayed by the courts
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C-

Partly _______

DEFGQ.23

Untruthfulness
Lack of Elders with knowledge of the land
Bribary
I can’t easily tell/ don’t know/Others ________________________________________
Have any piece of your family land been sold?
A- Yes _______
B- No ________

Q.24 If yes I Q27 above, who approved the sale?
A- Head of family
_____
B- My wife
_____
C- Collective family decision
_____
D- Son
_____
E- Daughter
_____
F- Friend / Guest
_____
G- Clan decision
_____
H- Others (Specify)
_______________________________________________
Q.25

Do you approve to sale of customary and communal land? Why?
A- Yes ______
BNo _________
____________________________________________________________________________
Q. 26

Do you have people in your neighboring homes, clans or tribe accessing your land for
whatever reason?
A- Yes _____
B- No ________

Q.27

If yes, who approves of that?
A- Family members
B- Clan leaders
C- No one
D- Don’t know

Q.28

Would you prefer to maintain your land as customary land? Why?
A- Yes _____
B- No _______
___________________________________________________________________________
Q.29 Any final comment? ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for taking time to share with us this information!
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Annex 8: Key Informant Interview Respondents
Research Coordinator Interfaces:
1) Mego Kereni Abal (90) Pabali Clan, Alokolum. 2-3-16
2) Okello George (75) Pabali Clan, Dog gang Alokolum. 2-3-16
3) Okot Labeja (62), Won Kom Alokolum, Todora. 4-3-16
4) Okot Michael (54), LC1 Labye Sub-Parish, Todora Clan. 4-3-16
5) Lakwo Casto (74), Agoro Pakeca Clan
6) Ojok Alphonse (54), LC1, Pucen Clan- Paicho. 6-3-16
7) Dr. Okeny Robert, Production Officer Pader, 7-3-16
8) Hon. Acayo Poline, VLCV Chairperson, Pader, 7-3-16
9) Muzee E.Y Komakech, Omoracer Clan, Elder/Opinion Leader. 7-3-16
10) Rwot Oywak Joseph Ywakamoi (54), Rwot Moo Koyo. 8-3-16
11) Okot Ponsiano (81), Elder/Chairman Disabled, Koyo Clan. 8-3-16
12) Banya Batolomeo (58), Ladit Kaka Pajong. 10-3-16
13) Lalam Jeniffer (51), Wayo ma odwogo gang. 10-3-16
14) Hon Luka Nyeko, LCV Chairman-Kitgum. 11-3-16
15) Mathew Otto, Lands Officer Kitgum. 11-3-16
16) Okeny Tarasizo, Clan Head, Kila Clan, Gem. 12-3-16
17) Oling Wolace, Ladit Kaka, Pobutu Clan. 12-3-16
18) Basil Oker Locima (64), Pobira Clan, Opinion Leader. 12-3-16
19) Kidega Titus Lak (72), Lokaci Clan, Elder/Opinion Leader.13-3-16
20) Hon. Ocen Richard (34), VLCV Chairman, Lamwoo. 14-3-16
21) Okeny Wilson (72), Paluma Clan, Chair Land Board Lamwoo.14-3-16
22) Mego Esther Luk (78), Cultural Consultant, Pobura Clan. 14-3-16
23) Ocula Hilary, Clan Head, Lucimidik Clan. 15-3-16
24) Opit Jimmy (74), Elder, Lwala Clan, Paimol. 17-3-16.
25) Adwok Justine Okello, ladit Kaka, Lwala Kale Clan. 17-3-16
26) Hon Ocan James, Ulube Clan, VLCV Chairman, Agago. 19-3-16
27) Rwot Ocen Thomas Lakidi (45), Ker Kal Paimol. 19-3-16
28) Opio pirimon (74), Ladit Doggola, Lamogi Clan, Paimol. 7-4-16
29) Muzee Oyoo Anthony (88), Chair Elders Forum, Advisor KKA.7-4-16
30) Oringa Charles Lacanmatwal, Ladit Kaka, Gem-Muka Clan. 8-4-16
31) Muzee Manaci Oryem (84), Ladit Kaka, Pacilo Clan. 11-4-16
32) Okot Justo (74), Karan, Pacilo Clan, DSC Amuru.11-4-16
33) Labeja Cantonino Olebe (77), Elder, Pawat-Omeru Clan. (Blind). 12-4-16
34) Oloya Michael (43), Rwot Kweri, Pawat Omeru. 12-04-16
35) Lalam Rose Otii (63), Rwot Okoro, Pawat-Omeru. 12-4-16
36) Muzee Onyango Ku’ Odongo (97), Lukwoo Clan, Elder/Opinion Leader.23-4-16
Alokolum Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
37) Kilama John (55), Ladit Kaka, Lawinyi Clan.
38) Ojok Micheal (49), Ladit Dogola, Lawinyi Clan.
39) Ocaya Macelino (74), Prime Minister (Lawang Rwot), Punen.
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40) Dorine Kiporte (58), Mon Alokolum, Todora Clan.
41) Otim Christopher (38), Parish Chief-Pabali (CDO).
42) Hon Ojara Francis Ajiba (42), Speaker-Anaka Sub-county, Pabali.
43) Akello Esther (50), Mon Punen.
44) Aryemo Elveria (54), Mon Lawinyi, Pangora.
45) Laker Josephine (45), Mon Todora, Anaka.
46) Lamwaka Joska (49), Mon Todora, Koch.
47) Oringa Charles Lacanmatwal (60), Ladit Kaka-Gem Mwokka, Okulla
48) Gibson (62), Elder-Okulla
49) Abur Betty (62), Anyira Pabali.
50) Aloyo Karla Lawii Mon—Okula Clan.
Atiak Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
51) Okema C Bob (47), Household Head, Kal, Pabuga Clan.
52) Ochola James (38), Household Head, Kal, Pabuga Clan.
53) Romano Oyet (32), Pacilo Son, Pacilo Clan.
54) Oroma William (61), Household head, Pacilo Clan.
55) Layet Christine (58), Daughter, Pacware Clan.
56) Tokwiny Vincent (58), Household Head, Pacware Clan.
57) Okot Festo (70), Household Head, Pupwonya Clan.
58) Akulu Nighty Langwite (57), Housewife, Lugaya, Lugobi Clan.
59) Oringa David (37), Household Head, Parwaca Clan.
60) Acen Florence (43), Housewife, Parwaca Clan.
61) Ocan Constatine (78), Puroc Son, Puroc Clan.
62) Abola Severino (62), Household Head, Pukumu Clan.
Koyo Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
63) Odoo Rupino (60), Ladit Kaka, Pajar Clan.12-3-16
64) Adyero Eveline (35), Lawang Mon, Pajar Clan.12-3-16
65) Okot Justine (63), Elder, Lukaci Clan.14-3-16
66) Kitara Janaro Bodo (60), Chairman Elders, Lukaci Clan.14-3-16
67) Toolit Thomas Ogere (54), Ladit Kaka, Lukaci Clan.14-3-16
68) Karina Akello (80), Elder/Widow, Lukaci Clan.14-3-16
69) Kitara Wokorac (89), Elder, Pagol Clan.21-3-16
70) Karlina Lakot (86), Elder, Pagol Clan.21-3-16
71) Ojok Pius (45), Vice Chairman Disaster Committee, Paiula Clan.23-3-16
72) Acan Esther (53), Vice C/P Clan Land Committee, Paiula Clan.23-3-16
73) Okot Micahel Atunya (36), Ladit Kaka.
74) Labeja Richard (35), Chairperson Youth.
75) Akanyo Catherine (26), Rwot Okoro
76) Ocan Bosco (43), Ladit Kaka.
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Paicho Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
77) Ochola Peter (44), Peasant Farmer, Pakwelo, Pakecha Clan.12-4-16
78) Obwona Denis (50), Peasant Farmer, Pakecha Clan.12-4-16
79) Aber Hellen (60), C/P Older citizens mon. group, Coopil, Angaya.7-3-16
80) Uma James (75), Retired Teacher/Farmers, Coopil, Angaya Clan.12-4-16
81) Layedo Ventorina (53), Member, Larwro Village, Purogo Clan.14-3-16
82) Okot Laroni Aluku (67), Rwot, Lamintoo Village, Purogo Clan.14-3-16
83) Obwona Charles, Clan Secretary, Tee-okutu, Kal-Umu Clan.18-3-16
84) Auma Jona, Elderly Woman, Tee-okutu, Kal-Umu Clan.18-3-16
85) Oryema Obwoya Charles (72),

V/CP Kaka, Ali-Ikat Clan.7-4-16

86) Aryemo Angella (73), Rwot Koro, Ali-Ikat Clan.7-4-16
87) Bararaha Olanya (89), Clan Elder, Kal-ali, Pucen Clan.8-4-16
88) Laker Lucy (48), Member, Kal-ali, Pucen Clan.8-4-16
89) Amone Alphonsio (52), Member, Ajani, Pawat Omero Clan.12-4-16
90) Lalam Esther (56), Member, Ajani, Pawat Omeru Clan.12-4-16
Paimol Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
91) Atoo Karla (50), Karac Women’s rep, Lamogi Clan, 08/04/2016.
92) Olal Keneth (60), Lacwa Village, Clan Head/CP, Lamogi Clan. 8-4-16
93) Adwok Justin Okello (47), Katurukuk, Head/CP, Lwala Clan. 19-3-16
94) Anying Grace (42), Paboo Gulu, Reps PWDs, Lwala Clan. 20-3-16
95) Opiyo Johnson Candano (48), C/P Kaka, Palwo Clan.3-3-16
96) Akello Terijina (64), Married in Palwo, Lobiri village, Palwo Clan. 3-3-16
97) Oryang David (25), Youth Adviser, Kudeng Clan.2-4-16
98) Okidi Samson (53), Chairperson, Kudeng Clan.2-4-16
99) Lalam Everlyne (45), Women Rep, Katugu Wipolo, Laruge Clan.10-3-16
100)

Ocan Ventorino (53), C/P in charge of land, Karuge Clan.10-3-16

101)

Labeja Sirayo (54), Clan Secretary, Kicok Clan.10-3-16

102)

Alal Santina (40), Women Rep, Lacwa East, Kicok Clan.10-3-16

103)

Aceng Rose Bongi (44), Women Rep, Loka Clan. 15-3-16

104)

Okidi Justine (54), Clan Chairperson, Wipolo, Loka Clan. 15-3-16.

Poyamo Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
105)

Okee Candano (59), Rwot Kweri, Poyamo Clan.7-3-16

106)

Oyet Vincent (57), Opinion leader, Lotuko Clan.17-3-16

107)

Arayanga Filda (43), Vice chairperson women, Pobutu Clan.25-3-16

108)

LalamFlorance (33), Housewife, Pobudi Clan. 25-3-16.

109)

Aceng Sahara (51), Chairperson women affairs, Lutuku Clan.17-3-16

110)

OlingWalas (49), Pobudi Clan. 25-3-16.

111)

Acom Margret (47), Housewife, Pokure Clan. 25-3-16.

112)

George Anywar (55), adit Kaka, Pobira Clan.10-3-16.

113)

Ingul Ida (50), Senior Woman, Poyamo Clan. 7-3-16.
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114)

Oyoo David (54), LCII, Pokure Clan. 25-3-16.

115)

Okeny Sizario (56), Ladit Kaka, Pobudi Clan. 25-3-16.

116)

Achola Pollina (75), Elder, Pobira Clan. 10-3-16.

117)

Eriza Olebe (87), Elder, Pobura Clan. 25-3-16.

Chiefdom KIIs by Field Researchers:
118)

Mr.Odongo Gastony (86), Cultural spiritual performer, Pabala Clan.6-3-16

119)

Achola Pereze (60), Senior Woman Rep, Pabala Clan.6-3-16

120)

Banya Batulumayo (68), Ladit Kaka, Pajong Clan. 11-3-16

121)

Larech Silvia (50), woman leader, Pajong Clan. 11-3-16.

122)

Lokwara Gaitano (79), Ladit Kaka, Pamolo Clan. 16-3-16

123)

Eluk Dorine, (52), Elderly Woman, Pamolo Clan. 16-3-16

124)

Ayella Samuel Erick (59), Ladit Kaka, Kalak Clan. 28-3-16

125)

Lakot Margaret (60), Senior elderly woman, Kalak Clan.28-3-16

126)

Lokuta Liviton (83), Senior Clan Elder, Kopii Clan. 2-4-16

127)

Anek Jerobina (70), Women leader, Kopii Clan. 2-4-16

128)

Okello Joseph (71), Ladit Kaka, Kalumoru Clan. 4-4-16

129)

Lalam Betty (67), married woman, Kalumoru Clan. 4-4-16

130)

Onying Gabriel (72), C/P Land Committee, Kamuria Clan.4-4-16

131)

Akongo Albina (45), Rwot Okoro, Kamuria Clan. 4-4-16.
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Annex 9: Draft Summary Report on Tool 3 Special Interest Group Discussions
As part of this research, JASLF and Trocaire sought to capture the views of members of the
clans that are generally considered vulnerable and disadvantaged in wider society and within
the chiefdom structure.
Each of the 7 chiefdoms except Atiak held mixed focus groups at clan level. Those included in
these meetings were: People with Disabilities (both female and male), LRA Returnees (both
female and male), Returnee Child Mothers, Widows/Widowers, Guest (lurem, nephews, inlaws, wayo ma odwogo gang), Child Headed Families and Orphans (both girls and boys),
Unmarried women, Refugees (both female and male) and Youths (both female and male). In
some cases the focus group participants fell under a number of special interest headings (a
female with disabilities who is also a widow, for example); this was recorded by the research
teams). In Atiak, the field researchers conducted focus groups with each of the special interest
groups separately
3.1 Understanding of Customary/ Communal Land
The research sought, as an introductory question, to understand if there is any difference
between the general Land-holding Groups' and Special Interest Groups' understanding of
customary and communal land.
In fact there was an extremely similar understanding across both groups, with Special Interest
Groups not only sharing the same understanding of customary land as Land Holding Groups,
but also using similar words, such as “land inherited from grandparents” and “open land first
discovered and settled by their ancestors” (or as one group in Orom said “land without title ,
controlled and managed according to the Traditional ways and norms” ).
Communal land similarly was described as land “whose uses are decided by the Elders,” land
used for shared pursuits, such as hunting, grazing of animals, fishing, ritual ceremonies, etc.
Reinforcing the findings in the Land Holding Group above, Special Interest Groups similarly
followed the same division as to how customary land in the different clans organised. Thus
they identified that the chiefdoms of Koyo, Orom, Paimol and most of Poyamo operate within
a framework that conceptualize their customary land as collective, communal clan land –
belonging to the entire clan situated on that land and organized and managed up to that level,
while most Special Interest Groups in Paicho, and those in Alokulum and Atiak identify with a
smaller, more restricted kin-based community that reaches no further than the sub-clan or
extended family.
3.2 Who controls, manages and administers customary and communal land and on whose
behalf?
Again answers received by the Special Interest Groups do not differ notably from Key
Informant Interviews or Land Holding Groups. A mix of answers were received from clans,
which suggest that control of the clan is held by any of the following:
•
“the whole clan/ community”(by far the most common response of more than 50% of
groups);
•
“Elders”;
•
“Rwot Kweri”/ “Rwot Okoro”;
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•
•
•
•

“Head of the wider clan”;
“Head of the Household”;
“Head of Sub-clans”;
“Clan chairperson and committees”.

In the case of Poyama for example, based on their focus group discussions, the research team
concluded that the “Rwot kweri, elderly people, senior women advanced in age, ludito kaka,
Rwot okoro have the control, management and administering power over the customary and
communal land on behalf of the sons and daughters of the clan” and that “a boy born in the
clan automatically has belonging rights” but that “the girls born in the clan.... only have user
rights to the clan land”.
3.3
land

Categories of people with rights to settle in and utilize customary and communal

There is a shared understanding across the special interest focus groups of how the system of
patriarchal inheritance of customary land operates. This understanding is expressed in
different ways across the clans, but generally covers how “all men and married women of the
clans” have access rights to customary land. Rights to settle and utilise customary land are
also typically extended to include visitors/friends, sometimes on the condition that their
behaviour follows clan norms.
For the Special Interest Groups themselves, they generally report that once they are “bona
fide” children of the clan, in theory there are no restrictions on how they access land, whether
they are people with disabilities, orphans or widows, LRA returnee and rights are held
irrespective of sex. Women who marry and then return to the clan they came from, as well as
their children, all have traditional rights to use their original land.
That said there is an undoubted underlying suggestion in the focus group discussions that
these Special Interest Groups have less power within the clan system (as they face in wider
society) and thus enjoy less control of their land-holdings. People with disabilities in Atiak for
example say that they enjoy access to land based on their respective abilities to use it and
child orphans in Atiak say that while ideally everyone who is settled on the land should have
equal privileges, many orphans claim to be “cheated by uncles” and “deceived about the size
of land that their father cutivated”. Because of family dynamics and their weaker power
position, these groups have to accept the land that is given to them, rather than having clear
rights to apportionment of land that is articulated by the chief and the wider community.
3.4

Actual Access to Land for Special Interest Groups

According to the Special Interest Group discussions there is a surprisingly strong correlation
between Special Interest Groups' access to land and those chiefdoms that conceptualize their
customary land as collective, communal clan land – belonging to the entire clan situated on
that land and organized and managed up to that level. In the chiefdoms of Koyo, Orom, Paimol
and Poyamo these more vulnerable groups are generally, as reported in a Tool 3 FGD in the
Kamuria clan in Orom, “supported by the larger clan when we are facing any problems.”
According to a female participant in the focus group in Lwala in Paimol chiefdom, the
“chairperson in charge of land ensures that everyone is treated equally, which was backed up
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by similar testimony from formerly abducted persons.
That is not to say that there are exceptions, even in these areas, with for example a disabled
man in Koyo Peta clan (Koyo) saying he has been denied access to land because he is blind,
widows in Pajar (Koyo) saying that they don’t have full rights but that their sons help defend
the land and their interests when there is land grabbing and trespass and in Karule Katuyo
(Paimol) a woman claiming that rights to customary land depend on their physical ability and/
or financial status.
The picture in the Alokulum, Atiak and Paicho clans differs marginally as to the rights of more
vulnerable people to access land. In Paicho and Atiak there is no evidence of different
treatment for people with disabilities or widows or women generally, but there is some
evidence of problems accommodating LRA returnees, who complained in Paicho that they
were “threatened and told that there is no land for them” and that “no rights of land have
been given to them”.
In Alokulum the conversation focused on women's and widow's rights, with widows in Todora
stating that they are “faced with too many land wrangles” and that they “don’t have rights to
use land and their land is being sold. They are hiring land from elsewhere for farming.” It is
claimed that the “lodito dogola are selling off the land belonging to widows”.
In Punen in Alokulum, ‘Wayo ma udugu’ said that they are “always given small pieces of land out of
what their mothers were using”. They added that “they are always reminded to take their children
back to their fathers ....which it pains them”. People with Disabilities in Punen say “they don’t have
any rights because everyone considers them useless” while widows who are not married said “we
don’t have any rights. The rights are given to the children we have with the help of our in-laws”. In the
other clans in Alokulum the position is generally more positive.
One of the often overlooked groups of people who appear not to have automatic rights to clan land and
thus may be forced to leave the land are children of unmarried mothers. In an example from Atiak, a 26
years old girl who came back from the bush with two children (both from different fathers and who does
not know any of the father's places, though they have welcomed her) has returned to her original clan. She
says that the children she has come back are “not loved” by the clan and she is afraid of what may happen
to her children when they become of age and want to cultivate their own land. She claims that the clan/
extended family, while not completely denying her access to land, have refused to apportion land to her
because the land was previously apportioned to the other children when she was away. Now she can only
do subsistence farming on a small plot around her home. Her question is “how do her children access their
rights to access customary land?”
3.5

Mechanisms that ensure access to customary land

Special Interest Groups in all the selected clans in the seven chiefdoms confirm that there are
mechanisms within the clans, mostly formal but occasionally informal, that allow them to let their
concerns be heard and to try and reach resolution. Failing that, in a small number of cases, the special
interest informants in a small number of cases highlight their reliance on the legal system to attempt
to ensure their rights are fulfilled.
Following the discussion above, a similar pattern emerges of the clans within the Koyo, Orom, Paimol
and Poyamo chiefdoms ensuring that their more vulnerable groups are generally supported by the
larger clan when they are facing any problems.
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In Paimol, informants speak of “holding meetings, discussing, agreeing and acting to address issues”.
Their concerns are presented to the chairperson in charge of land who then presents their concern at
clan level, where they will “assess such interest or concerns to see if it is valid enough to be granted
authority for action”. An example might be a request to sell land by a household or ex tended family.
If the need for money from the sale of land is not considered “genuine enough” then the clan will
refuse for the land to be sold.
Special interest groups (including people with disabilities) in Poyamo say they each have their own
representative in the rwot kweri system and that if there is any issue concerning customary land that
it can be addressed through the representative. Respondents say that they also participate in
monitoring of land boundaries, to ensure that they are not cheated out of land.
A similar approach is taken in Koyo with in addition the Clan leader “sensitizing clan members during
clan meetings on the rights of vulnerable people.
In Orom all the special interest groups normally actively participate in clan meetings, by giving their
view on any land related issues, and commenting on their right to use land. Their right to use land
should always be respected as it is stated in the constitution of the clan. An elderly woman mentioned
that the first step which always works best for them is going to the Rwot kweri and that he will call for
a meeting in case the issue involves a land struggle about boundaries. The problem can generally be
resolved in the “garden” where there is the complaint. Another person said youth normally are
mobilized by Rwot kweri to give help to the vulnerable people especial during times of preparation
and cultivation of the soil.

In Alokulum, Atiak and Paicho in general accessing rights is negotiated at family and extended
family level. Perhaps consequently there is much greater recourse to seeking the involvement
of external actors to help pursue their rights.
In Paicho it is often the Won Kom of the kaka who handles the concerns relating to customary
land. If the issue cannot be handled at a family level then the clan is involved. If this fails then
the matter is referred to the courts.
In Alokulum the achievement of rights are generally helped by the involvement of the Rwodi Kweri,
Rwodi Okoro, Elders and through clan meetings. The formal legal system is used as a last resort, as it
is considered expensive.
3.6

How land is allocated

While in most of the clans in Alokulum, Atiak and Paicho, land is allocated based on patriarchal
inheritance, (portions of land are divided among the household heads who then divide it according to
the number wives or children he has), in the other four chiefdoms the clans and especially the Rwodi
Kweri are very directly involved.
In the more 'traditional' chiefdoms allocation of land is based on need. Thus in Paimol, Special Interest
Group respondents said that 'Ludito dog ot', 'Dog gang,’ and ‘Ladit kaka’ allocate land to persons who
request or are in need of it. In Poyamo land is allocated to all the households by the Rwot kweri and
his executives. This is done using a measuring stick of known meterage (normally of 20m×80m) and
the land then allocated to all the clan members 18years and above, in the presence of the village chief
and elders.
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In Orom respondents mentioned that normally it is rwodi kweri and land committee clan head who
allocate land in equal plots. However in addition more permanent plots close to the houses are
allocated by the family head of household or the extended family head, who gives to different people
in the family setup. In Orom special interest groups are well represented on the land committees and
thus their ideas are taken into account.
In Koyo, clans sit for meetings and divide the land according to “dogola”. A returnee mother's portion
of customary land is given by her brother, while for orphan/returnee boys the land is allocated by their
uncle.
3.7 Use of Land
There are no noticeable differences as to the uses which the land is being put by the Special Interest
Groups compared to the general Land Holding Group. Across all the chiefdoms the participants'
responses are the same that the “ngom kwaro” is being used for farming, settlements, plantations of
trees, animal rearing, collecting firewood, bricklaying, charcoal burning and hunting. The only clan that
mention something different is Punen in Alokolum, where People with Disabilities said that they sell
small piece of land to help solve financial problems and Widows who said that they lease out some
land to their neighbors, for money to help them.
3.8

Dealing with Customary Land Problems

Across the seven chiefdoms, there are established general mechanisms for resolving conflicts and
dealing with disputes over customary land. Special interest groups use those mechanisms as they see
fit and there is no evidence that there is any discrimination or difficulties for those groups in using
them.
In Paimol for example all members of the clans including women, youth and ‘Wayo ma Odwongo Gang’
said they participate in any issue that involves customary land by giving reports of any conflict and
participating in meetings.

In Poyama, if there is a case to be settled between two conflicting parties over customary land
the case is first taken to the rwodi kweri, and if it is not solved then the case can be taken to
the rwot and finally if the rwot cannot handle it then it’s taken to court.
Respondents in Orom said that they “can always raise issues that affect or stop us from effectively
using our land.... and we are always given time to participate in the discussion of important issues”.
A person with a disability in Orom said that last year, when the time ceme for preparing the soil for planting,
he was allocated his portion of land, but later on a person came and took it away. “I then reported the cases
to the head of the clan, he mobilized the elders and neighbors who knew the boundary of my portion of
land. The case was resolved. Although I am disabled the truth set me free and people also stood with me.”
In Pucen clan in Paicho women are involved as witnesses in land dispute cases because they know the
boundaries and the rightful owners of land. The rest of the clan are present to withness the decisions
and ensure peacefully facilitation.
In Atiak, LRA returnees make a point of saying that “we are treated as part of the community and so
we can give suggestions” at meetings (although they say that others may talk badly about them people
in the community “don't show it”). People with disabilities say that they are also given the opportunity
to speak and suggest ideas and returnee child mothers say that during clan meetings they are allowed
to speak and make suggestions.
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